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Abstract 

This study explored the effects of data-driven professional learning communities on student 

achievement. The work of John Hattie served as the cornerstone with great influence from 

Robert Marzano and Richard DuFour. The study was conducted using a fifth grade experimental 

group and a sixth grade control group. The fifth grade teachers administered three math 

assessments based on Common Core State Standards (CCSS) after meeting in professional 

learning communities (PLCs ), while the sixth grade team administered similar assessments also 

based on CCSS without meeting in PLCs. Quantitative data was collected in the form of 

assessment scores. Initial scores and final scores were compared and the Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient and T-value were calculated. Quantitative data was also collected through Likert 

style surveys given to the fifth grade teachers. Qualitative data was collected in the form ofopen 

ended questions for the fifth grade team. This study provided evidence to support that 

professional learning communities that use data to drive instruction positively impact student 

achievement. 

Keywords: data-driven instruction, professional learning community, PLC 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

An all too common theme in school districts is that students are not reaching their full 

potential. As educators and educational leaders, it is imperative that we seek strategies to support 

student achievement. Through this study, I used the work of John Hattie and other leading 

educational researchers to guide my exploration into effective methods of supporting students 

within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD). WSUSD is a pseudonym. 

Researchers over the past several decades have proposed theories as to best practices for 

educators to enhance student achievement. Two practices that stand out to me are data-driven 

instruction and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). 

Professional Learning Communities (PLCs ), by design, promote teacher collaboration 

and growth. They help educators overcome the isolated, fragmented environments that have 

become our schools. 

Data-driven instruction has ebbed and waned as a tool for improving student 

achievement. Currently, California uses Local Control Formula Funding and Local Control 

Accountability Plans to support student achievement. Both use scores from the California 

Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) as one measure of student 

achievement. As educators, we have the ability to use this data to target the greatest areas of 

student need and support achievement. When used appropriately at a classroom, school or 

district level, it has the potential to shed great insight into the progress of student learning. 

Through this study I seek to explore the effect of combining PLCs with data-driven 

instruction to answer the following question: 
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• What effects will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning 

community have on fifth grade student achievement, as measured by monthly 

summative math assessments? 

Purpose of Study 

In WSUSD only forty-five percent of students met or exceeded the ELA standards as 

assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, thirty-five percent, 

met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter Balanced 

Assessment, 2017); As ifthese results were not discouraging enough, there was a large 

achievement gap that occurred between all marginalized groups including English language 

learners, students with disabilities, socioeconomically disadvantaged students and students who 

were not identified as either White or Asian. 

Through this case study, I explored past and current data to explore the efficacy ofour 

current program and provide research based methods to support improved student achievement 

for all students. This study added to current research by showing the correlation between data

driven PLCs and student achievement. 

Preview Literature 

In this project I focused heavily on the work ofJohn Hattie. Through decades ofresearch, 

Hattie (2005) has detailed what aspects of teaching education have the greatest effect sizes on 

student achievement. I was particularly drawn to what he calls "Visible Learning Communities." 

In chapter two I will discuss these communities and how the use of them is further supported by 

the work ofother researchers. I also heavily explored the work ofRichard Du.Four, Robert 

Marzano Linda Darling Hammond and Paul Bambrick-Santoyo as I worked to establish a model 

forPLCs. 
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Through my literature review, I addressed three themes: 

1} Current research suggests a measurable increase in student achievement when 

professional learning communities (PLCs) are used. Certain strategies help ensure 

that the PLCs are meaningful for teachers and ultimately for students. 

2) Many researchers are stressing the importance of using data to direct the course of 

instruction. This is known as data-driven instruction. In order to know what areas are 

in need of growth or improvement, one must have a starting set ofdata and data 

points throughout interventions to ensure student achievement. 

3) While data-driven instruction seems to hold promise, there are pitfalls. It is 

imperative to use data-driven instruction appropriately and with care as to avoid 

negatively impacting student achievement. 

Preview Methodology 

This study uses a combination ofquantitative and qualitative methods to establish a 

orrelation between PLCs using data-driven instruction and improved student achievement. 

ogether, a pattern emerges as to the effectiveness of this model and to ways of improving it. 

This study utilizes a control group (6th grade) and an experi.mentaJ group(5th grade); The 

ifth grade teachers participated in a PLC in which benchmark tests were examined and best 

ractices for teaching the concepts were explored. The sixth grade team did not participate in 

hese PLCs. However, benchmark assessments were given to both sets of students. Over the 

ourse of two months, the fifth grade team participated in six PLC meetings and three benchmark 

ssessments were given. The benchmark assessments both involved fractions; however both sets 

f assessments were based on grade level standards. Both sets ofassessments followed a similar 

uestioning pattern and assessed the same data at each grade level. 
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I used the initial and final assessments to measure the growth at each grade level. I then 

used a T-Test to evaluate the statistical significance of the difference in scores. 

At the end of the PLC meetings, a Likert style survey was administered to the fifth grade 

team members. This survey measured the perceived effectiveness of the PLCs and shed insight 

into the best practices for PLCs moving forward. 

Lastly, to provide a well rounded view ofthe PLCs and method in which they were 

conducted, a series ofopen-ended questions were used. As only five teachers were involved, I 

included all commentary and explored how my data supported each insight. 

I believe this to be a well rounded study. As John Hattie (2005) notes; almost everything 

we do as educators has an impact on student achievement. While it is nearly impossible to isolate 

each factor, I have made a concerted effort to triangulate the effect ofPLCs on student 

achievement using mixed methods. 

Significance of Study 

This research helps establish a model for the use of data-driven PLCs to positively impact 

student achievement. Failure is not an option. In a time when students are being prepared to be 

engaged in a global community, we cannot continue to stand idly by and hope our students learn. 

Instead, we need to look at ways of improving our own practices to support student achievement. 

This research effectively combines the work ofmultiple education researchers and 

creates a model for school districts seeking to improve student achievement. While research 

often looks at factors in isolation, this study creates an authentic model combing the most 

effective strategies. Not only does the research within this study benefit the students ofWSUSD 

as we continue to improve our student outcomes, it establishes a blueprint for other districts to 

replicate the process and tailor it to their specific needs. 
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Conclusion 

We must ensure student achievement at all levels. The PLC model in this study forces 

teachers to evaluate their own practice and collaborate with peers. Teachers must be part ofa 

collaborative team that shares a common vision for the achievement of their students (Feger & 

Arruda, 2008). 

The following chapters will explore the research behind this model as well as explore my 

methodologies and collection ofdata. This thesis will explain the effect of a district-wide, data

driven, fifth grade professional learning community on fifth grade student achievement. 

Definitions 

• California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) - State academic 

testing program that replaced the Standardized Testing and Reporting, or STAR Program 

• Data-Driven instruction-A systematic approach to improving student learning throughout 

the year using assessments, analysis and action steps 

• Local Control Accountability Plan {LCAP}- A three-year, district-level plan that is updated 

annually. The plan describes the school district's key goals for students as well as the specific 

actions (with expenditures) the district will take to achieve the goals and the means (metrics) 

used to measure progress 

• Local Control Formula Funding (LCFF) - Legislation that dictates how local educational 

agencies (LEAs) in the state are funded, how they are measured for results, and the services 

and supports they receive 

• No Child Left Behind (NCLB) -A law enacted in 2001 by the United States federal 

government designed to ensure that schools across the nation create and maintain student 

proficiency in reading and mathematics 
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• Professfonal Leaming Community (PLC) - A professional learning community is made up of 

team members who regularly collaborate toward continued improvement in meeting learner 

needs through a shared curricular-focused vision 

• Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) - A public agency that created the online 

assessment system through which CAASPP is administered 

• Title I-Federal money allocated to low socioeconomic students for their academic and 

social progress. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

In WSUSD only forty-five percent of students met or exceeded the ELA standards as 

assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, thirty-five percent, 

met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter Balanced 

Assessment, 201 7). The question asked within our district asked by administrators and teachers 

alike is: how do we improve student achievement? 

In this project I focused on the work of John Hattie. Through decades of research in 

various countries and continents, Hattie details the correlation of a variety of factors on student 

achievement. Hattie coined the term "Visible Leaming Communities" to describe a type of 

professional development that focuses on enhancing the role of teachers as evaluators of their 

own teaching. I will use the work of John Hattie as the cornerstone for my research. My research 

question is as follows: 

• What effects will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning 

community have on fifth grade student achievement, as measured by monthly summative 

math assessments? Through this literature review, I will address three themes: 

1) Current research suggests a measurable increase in student achievement when 

professional learning communities (PLCs) are used. Certain strategies help ensure 

that the PLCs are meaningful for teachers and ultimately for students. 

2) Many researchers are stressing the importance of using data to direct the course of 

instruction. This is known as data-driven instruction. In order to know what areas are 

in need of growth or improvement, one must have a starting set of data and data 

points throughout interventions to ensure student achievement. 
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3) While data-driven instruction seems to hold promise, there are pitfalls. It is 

imperative to use data-driven instruction appropriately and with care as to avoid 

negatively impacting student achievement. 

One theme that I will not explore is that ofprofessional learning communities not being 

effective. I have excluded this topic as I have found little research to support the idea that 

professional learning communities negatively affect student achievement. I will, however, 

discuss the need for the effective use ofprofessional learning communities. 

At a time when many districts are facing equally low levels of student achievement, we 

must look at new and meaningful methods of supporting our students. In education, trends are 

cyclical and often fleeting. It is of the utmost importance that we look at a variety of factors that 

are known to improve student achievement and find ways ofcombining them to maximize their 

effectiveness. I believe the research and work of the authors contained in this review to be 

valuable in helping to extract the necessary tools for student achievement. 

Creating Professional Learning Communities to Bolster Student Achievement 

It is nearly impossible to conduct research on education without running across the name 
I 

John Hattie. John Hattie conducts meta-analysis and creates models for teaching and learning. 

He continually adds to his list of factors affecting student achievement. In an updated list for 

2017, Hattie lists 250 factors that influence students. The factors on the list are the result of 

meta-analysis of decades ofquantitative research. The effect size ranges from -0.9 to 1.68. 

Negative numbers have a negative impact on student achievement and positive numbers have a 

positive impact on student achievement. For comparison purposes, Sean Killian, a research 

associate of Hattie, notes that effects of 0.4 or higher need to be addressed while any positive 

correlation below this is also worth addressing if your district has the resources and money 
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necessary to do so, but are less significant (Killian, 2017). Hattie states that virtually everything 

educators do enhances student achievement. With so many factors affecting student 

achievement, it is important that educators focus on the most significant one. He argues that 

wasting valuable time on less significant factors actually negatively impacts student 

achievement. He explains that anything less than a 0.4 should not be addressed (Hattie, 2005). 

An effect of 1.0 and above is very significant. All but one ofthe factors with 1.0 or more effect 

directly related to the teachers impact on students. Out of the 123 factors that showed an effect of 

0.4 or higher, 84 of them directly related to the teacher (Killian, 2017). 

The research is quite clear and, in some ways, unsurprising. It tells us that teachers have a 

significant influence on student achievement and that administration has a duty to support 

teachers in their growth. It is imperative to look at teachers as our biggest asset in supporting 

student achievement. The question becomes, "How?" 

While there are many great studies, books, workshops, and teaching methodologies, it is 

not feasible, realistic or practical to have teachers sit through seminar after seminar to learn every 

strategy via lecture. In fact, when we look at the work ofHattie and student achievement, we see 

that discussion, evaluation and reflection, feedback and problem solving are all effects greater 

than 0.6. When one takes the important step of seeing teachers as learners and not as gatekeepers 

of information, the need for collaboration on a professional level becomes apparent. One highly 

favored approach to creating this collaborative environment for teachers to work as active 

learners and contributors is that ofthe professional learning community. 

While the act of teachers working collaboratively to support student learning is not a new 

phenomenon, the term professional learning community came into existence in the 1990's. One 

ofthe early pioneers of the term was Richard DuFour. DuFour, now deceased, was a leading 
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educational researcher, influential educator, thought leader, and writer, who was the leading 

voice on using professional learning communities to drive teacher and student learning in 

schools. DuFour (2004) states, "The powerful collaboration that characterizes professional 

learning communities is a systematic process in which teachers work together to analyze and 

improve their classroom practice. Teachers work in teams, engaging in an ongoing cycle of 

questions that promote deep team learning. This process, in turn, leads to higher levels of student 

achievement" (para 18). 

DuFour notes there are three key components to professional learning communities: 

ensuring that all students learn, creating a culture ofcollaboration and focusing on the results. 

• Ensuring That Students Learn - Many schools proclaim thp.t they work to 

ensure that all students are successful. However, DuFour notes that many do not 

actually make sure this happens at all. Instead, we see schools that allow students 

to fail, provide remediation instead of intervention and address the needs only of 

either the students who do understand the material or those who do not. What he 

states we instead need to focus on is truly looking at the individual successes and 

needs ofour students and provide timely and targeted interventions. PLCs help us 

determine what is considered passing, what areas of intervention are needed, what 

supports can be put into play, etc. DuFour notes that there are three questions 

members of a PLC should focus on: 

o What do we want each student to learn? 

o How will we know when each student has learned it? 

o How will we respond when a student experiences difficulty in learning? 
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• Creating a Culture of Collaboration- DuFour makes it clear that working in 

isolation will not promote student growth. For administrators, it is imperative that 

barriers stopping teachers from collaborating are tom down. He states that the 

expectation that districts have about their teachers can be unrealistic when it 

comes to teaching curriculum. Teachers should not be handed curriculum and it 

be assumed that students will all have full and equal access to it. Teachers need 

people to discuss their successes and failures with and need to be able to use that 

information to adapt how they teach the curriculum. 

• Focus on the Results- Data must be collected along the way and progress should 

be measured. DuFour argues that it is important for people in PLCs to actively be 

looking at ways to improve. They should be using that data to determine what 

areas students need support and providing it immediately so that students do not 

fall farther behind. 

Robert Marzano, Brian McNulty and Tim Waters began collecting data before PLCs 

were in vogue. They have collected data from thirty years ofeducation research. Though, not 

directly using the term "professional learning community" in their article entitled "Balanced 

Leadership: What 30 Years ofResearch Tells Us about the Effect of Leadership on Student 

Achievement," they describe the collaboration that must happen in order for students to be 

successful. Like Hattie; Marzano, McNulty and Waters agree that teachers are the key factor in 

student achievement. They state that one of the most important jobs ofa principal is to create a 

culture ofcollaboration. They state that administrators need to help teachers create "shared 

beliefs and a sense of community and cooperation" (Marzano, McNulty and Waters, 2003). They 

go on to note that there must be cooperation among staff, a sense ofwell being, cohesion and a 
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shared vision and understanding of purpose. These qualities directly correlate to DuFour's vision 

ofPLCs. Dufour and Marzano (2011) stress the significance ofworking in teams, not merely 

groups. They note, "In the absence of interdependence, one or more common goals, and mutual 

accountability, a group cannot be a team" (p. 70). 

Linda Darling-Hammond and Milbrey McLaughlin, both well respected educational 

researches and professors at Stanford University, have gone so far as to say that PLCs are the 

vessel through which professional development should occur. Darling-Hammond and 

McLaughlin (2003) state, "District (or local authority) leadership must encourage and sustain 

schools as reflective communities and provide the necessary resources" (para 6). They note that 

teachers need blocks oftime to share what they know, ask questions about what they want to 

know and collaborate to find best practices for their own classrooms. Professional development, 

when driven with these ideals in mind, can create the teams that Dufour and Marzano describe. 

Claude Goldenberg is a Stanford professor and Learning Forward's Best Research Award 

for his studies on examining the impact ofprofessional learning communities on student 

achievement and teacher instruction. In 2009 Goldenberg teamed up with Ronald Gilmore from 

the UCLA LessonLab and Bradley Ermeling and William Saunders from Pearson to determine 

the best practices for PLCs. Gilmore, et al, (2009) state, 

Stable settings, job-alike teams, peer facilitators, and protocols create intensive, focused 

opportunities to experiment with aspects ofpractice that move the learning ofteaching 

closer to practice. They nurture the assumption more productive ofprofessional learning 

and continuous improvement that "you haven't taught until they've learned. (p. 18) 

The research is clear: in order for students to succeed, teachers must put themselves in the 

role ofthe learner, collaborator and conlributor in an effort to continually improve their own 
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practice. The focus cannot be on just teaching, but rather learning how to help every student 

learn. 

Positive Effects of Data-Driven Instruction on Student Achievement 

A key theme that continues to arise in many of the researchers' works is the need to focus 

on data in order to plan and make immediate decisions. DuFour (2012) states that teachers must 

be "hungry for evidence of student learning and use that evidence to drive continuous 

improvement of the PLC process" (p. 4). This evidence shapes the very nature of what teachers 

teach and how they teach it. 

John Hattie (2005) writes, "It is most common to locate students in groups (i.e., 

classrooms) critically influenced by the teacher. Indeed, my theme is that ifwe form the 

accountability model around providing teachers with excellent diagnostic and formative 

evidence, we have not only an excellent model but one that influences teaching and learning" (p. 

4). Of course, Hattie backs this up with statistical data in his list of factors that influence student 

achievement. In his meta-analysis, Hattie states teacher estimates of student achievement has an 

effect of 1.62, the most significant effect on his list of250 factors (Killian, 2017). 

Sadly, much of the news out of the United States in regards to student achievement is 

discouraging. Test scores are not showing a steady progression in comparison with other nations 

according to measures such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the 

International Assessment ofEducational Progress and the International Evaluation of 

Achievement. In WSUSD, schools have consistently received poor test scores following the 

implementation of the SBAC. These scores have discouraged the district administration and 

teachers alike. 
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Over the past three years, WSUSD has adopted new math and language arts curriculum. 

At a recent board meeting, board members questioned why scores were not improving despite 

the hefty financial investment in new curriculum. While Hattie notes that curricula is a 

significant factor ( effect ranges from 0.45 to 0.59), they are far from the key factor (Killian, 

201 7). In addition to adding new curricula, educational leaders and teachers must look at the data 

that is collected both through and outside of the curriculum to make sure that students are 

progressing. 

Mark Berends, director of the University ofNotre Dame's Center for Research on 

Educational Opportunity, and director of the National Center on School Choice, and Ellen 

Goldring, professor ofEducational Policy and Leadership at Vanderbilt Univer~ity, both assert 

that organizations should use data as a means ofpropelling organizational learning. 

Organizational learning, according to Berends and Goldring (2009), is the "process by which 

members of an organization acquire and use information to change and implement action" 

(p.15). 

Organizational learning can be transformative to educational practices. When education 

is driven not just by student assessment, but also be assessment ofteaching practices and the 

curriculum itself, organizations are able to achieve higher levels ofmotivation and performance 

among teachers and students alike. (Berand & Goldring, 2009) 

Robert Slavin and Alan Cheung, professors at Johns Hopkins University, conducted a 

study of 59 districts in seven states using a data-driven district reform model. Slavin and Cheung 

teamed up with researchers from public schools and educational foundations to determine what 

effect data-driven reforms have on schools. Cheug, et al. (2011 ), state, "The focus ofdata-driven 

reform approaches is on obtaining timely, useful information, trying to understand the 'root 
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causes' behind the nwnbers, and designing interventions targeted to the specific areas most likely 

to be inhibiting success" (p.4). 

Data driven reform involves collecting, and interpreting data that is intended to inform 

and guide districts. Within this model, data is collected in four areas: student learning, 

demographics, school process, and teacher perceptions. Armed with this data, schools are able to 

identify specific areas for growth and target problem areas ofboth teachers and students to 

improve performance. (Cheung, et al., 2011) 

The meta-analysis conducted by Cheung, et al., showed a significant effect of0.45 by 

year four of their study. Their data, while not conclusive, shows that data-driven-reform might 

prove to be a relatively inexpensive strategy for schools to adopt that can have a significant 

impact on student achievement. It is important to note that this study was not conducted on a 

large scale, and therefore needs to be looked at in relation to other, more broadly collected, data 

including the work of John Hattie, Richard DuFour and Robert Marzano. 

The next important question becomes how to implement a data-driven program in our 

schools? In search of the answer to this questions, I sought out research by someone who had 

successfully implemented a data-driven model and succeeded in an area where students were 

socioeconomically disadvantaged and had a predominate minority population. One such 

individual stood out to me. 

Paul Bambrick-Santoyo took the reins ofa failing middle school in New Jersey in 2003. 

At the time his school, North Star Middle School, had a student body comprised of ninety 

percent minority students and with ninety percent of students also on free or reduced lunch. To 

top it off, the school had some of the lowest test scores in the state (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010). 

During his seven years as principal, Bambrick-Santoyo transformed North Star Middle School 
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into one of the highest achieving urban middle schools in the nation. His school became known 

as a 90/90/90 school, meaning that in addition to ninety percent minority and ninety percent free 

and reduced lunch; he also had a ninety percent proficiency rate. Bambrick-Santoyo went on to 

expand North Star into a network ofthree middle schools, three elementary schools and a high 

school. He went on to become the managing director ofUncommon Schools and a faculty trainer 

for New Leaders for New Schools where he has trained over 3,000 teachers and administrators 

about making data-driven instruction work in any school. He uses both qualitative data in the 

form interviews and surveys and quantitative data in the form oftest scores to support his work. 

In Bambrick-Santoyo's 2010 book, Driven by Data, he addresses four key principles 

when implementing a data-driven program. 

• Assessment: Create rigorous interim assessments that provide meaningful data. 

• Analysis: Examine the results of the assessments to identify the causes of both strengths 

and shortcomings. 

• Action: Teach effectively what most students need to learn. 

• Culture: Create an environment in which data-driven instruction can survive and thrive. 

(p. xxvi) 

One of the primary practices that Bambrick-Santoyo notes is that in order for this model 

to work, educators must give up assessing based on what they taught, but rather what was 

learned. He also argues that interim assessments need to be the primary type of assessment used. 

He says that formative, ongoing assessments are helpful but cannot replace well-written interim 

assessments. The reason for this is that educators need to have established milestones and goals 

and ensure that students are learning what they need to know to succeed. Without interim 

assessments, it is easy to get lost in ''just getting by" (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010). 
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Linda Darling-Hammond and Nikole Richardson, in a 2009 article in Education 

Leadership, explore professional development. Within this context they argue, "To avoid 

disparities between what teachers learn in professional development work and what they can 

actually implement in their classrooms, schools should seamlessly link curriculum, assessment, 

standards, and professional learning opportunities" (p. 46). They go on to further make the case 

for exploring data within professional learning communities stating that this practice leads to a 

greater percentage of teachers using inquiry based instructional models in their classrooms. 

Connecting this back to the work ofJohn Hattie, we can see that inquiry based learning showed 

an effect of0.4 on student achievement (Killian, 2017). 

In Visible Learning and the Science ofHow We Learn, John Hattie and Gregory Yates, 

professor at the University of South Australia discuss one factor of data-driven instruction that I 

feel is often overlooked; feedback. Feedback to students, according to Hattie, following any kind 

of assessment, shows a significant effect, 0.7, on student achievement (Killian, 2017). Hattie and 

Yates (2014) assert that, "receiving feedback enables the learner to close a critical gap between 

current status and a more desirable level of achievement" (p. 66). Ofcourse, the feedback must 

be appropriate. Negative feedback can cause students great upset limiting motivation and leading 

to a decline in student achievement. Likewise, when feedback is too positive, students do not see 

area for growth. Instead of focusing on the typical way that teachers provide feedback through 

comments, criticism and compliments; teachers must focus the feedback in a form that guides 

students on how to improve to a higher level ofachievement than before (Hattie & Yates, 2014 ). 

Data Driven Instruction: Proceed with Caution 

For all the things that data-driven instruction accomplishes, it is also imperative that we 

look at the potential pitfalls ofwhere taking too narrow of a view ofdata driven instruction can 
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take us. John Hattie (2005), a champion for data, asserts, "A current fad radiating out from the 

United States is the notion ofevidence-based decision making - and this term has been hijacked 

to mean a very narrow form ofevidence" (p.4) His argument focuses on high-stakes testing. 

Hattie (2005) described the impact ofhigh-stakes testing like we saw under No Child Left 

Behind by saying, 

It has made the teachers teach what they expect is coming in the test; it ensures students 

are focused on the teaching; it judges the success of the school in terms of whether 

teachers are doing this job of teaching to the test; it rids the school day of 'peripherals' 

that are not tested (such as physical education, music, art and self-respect); it cuts 

vocational and career education programs in high schools which are desperately needed 

by many students whose alternative is to drop out, and it punishes those who do not do 

their job and teach to the test (p. 12). 

Susan Neuman, in her 2016 article Code Red: The Danger ofData-Driven instruction 

says, "Our most vulnerable students are measured, examined, rubricked, labeled-and denied the 

meaningful instruction they need" (p.24). She states that data-driven instruction has gone awry 

and has taken the meaningful engaging parts of learning away. She offers a brief synopsis of 

observations conducted in low-income urban schools that are focused on data-driven instruction. 

She describes students inundated with worksheet after worksheet with little time for 

collaboration, hands-on learning or engaging instruction. 

While the picture that Neuman paints is a bleak one, she offers insight into ways of 

avoiding falling into the narrow-focused view that data collection can take when done 

inappropriately. First, she notes that testing should not be used to "motivate" students. She states 

that telling a struggling reader that they are failing does little to support the achievement of 
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students and, in actuality, decreases motivation. While Neuman's work is a secondary, and at 

times tertiary, primary sources like those of Hattie paint a similar picture. 

Within Hattie's list offactors that influence student achievement, two areas create both 

great hope and concern. Students' beliefs, attitudes and dispositions showed an effect of0.92, 

which is highly significant. Ifwe can support students' love of learning, we have a greater 

chance ofhelping them succeed. Limiting authentic interactions with meaningful study poses a 

serious risk to adversely affecting a student's attitude toward school. Hattie also shows that lack 

of student motivation has a -0.4 effect, showing us that ifwe set students up for rote work, 

focused only on a test outcome, we are actually likely to have a negative influence on their 

achievement (Killian, 2017). 

Neuman stresses the importance ofbeing data-informed rather than data-driven. She 

explains that the difference in wording denotes the need for teachers to use data as a way of 

shaping their instruction, rather than data being used as a finite measure of achievement 

(Neuman, 2015). In this section, Neuman discusses how teachers that she observed would 

collaborate once a week on student progress and form new goals for the week ahead. 

Unfortunately, there are not indicators ofwhether or not this was successful in her article. Again, 

I do believe that it is important to emphasize that there is an insufficient amount ofmeasurable 

data to support her claims. Instead, it begs us to dig deeper into the research ofthe 

aforementioned authors. 

Neuman (2015) also presses her readers to adopt a broader definition ofdata and not to 

teach to tests. She states that educators often look for hard indicators of student learning, but 

often forget about the softer indicators such as, "the looks on students' faces, the tenor ofa rich 

discussion, or the smiles and signs ofjoy when students are learning something new. For the 
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highly capable teacher, these observations are data" (p.25). While, as an educator speaking on 

experience, these softer markers are significant, I was unable to find research indicating their 

effectiveness as markers for improving student achievement. That being said, other indicators on 

a site's Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) or district's Local Control Accountability 

Plan (LCAP) do take "softer" indicators into consideration to form a more balanced look at 

"data." The eight areas that the LCAP focuses on are basic services, implementation of state 

standards, student academic performance, student engagement, parent engagement, other student 

outcomes, course outcomes and school climate (California Department ofEducation, 2016). 

These areas together form a deeper, multi-layered view of factors that influence student 

achievement while still providing measurable data and markers for success or need for 

improvement on the part of the school or district. Furthermore, the LCAP takes many factors into 

consideration when looking at student achievement, much like Hattie advocates for. 

Dr. Sean Nank, professor at California State University San Marcos and recipient of the 

Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching, also expresses concern 

about high-stakes standardized tests in his book, Testing Over Teaching: Mathematics Education 

in the 2J81 Century. This book chronicles the work ofhigh school math teachers and the influence 

that standardized testing has had on their teaching. One profound insight that Nank shares is that 

though our current model for testing is shifting away from the unpopular and ineffective model 

ofNo Child Left Behind, the imprint ofits practices are left on today's teachers. He states that 

teachers are currently adapting curriculum that is intended for collaborative and student-centered 

activities to direct instruction in lecture format. He explains that this is often in response to time 

constraints and pressure to teach to standardized tests. Nank (2011), states, "The teachers used 

th~ standardized assessments to determine what they taught and as a convenient justification for 
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how they taught" (p.1 ). This model, as seen through the narratives provided by Nank, strips away 

the inherent beauty ofmath and science. 

Catherine Hom, Acting Department Chair & Executive Director ofthe Institute for 

Educational Policy Research and Evaluation and Director ofCREA TE, explores a host ofother 

factors that need to be taken into consideration when using data to drive instruction in a 2010 

article in Theory Into Practice. She argues that there is great disparity between White and Asian 

students vs. Hispanic/Latino and Black students. She also argues that socioeconomic status can 

impact student achievement along with disabilities. John Hattie addresses these factors in his 

work as well. Disabilities vary in effect on student achievement, per Hattie's model, but all cause 

a negative effect on student achievement. Ethnicity has a 0.12 effect and socioeconomic status 

0.52. While the degree ofcorrelation to student achievement varies between researchers, both 

agree there is a connection to these factors and student achievement. 

Hom also points out that high-stakes testing as we saw under No Child Left Behind 

caused a variety ofproblems. Hom cites several studies that suggest a correlation between 

dropout rates and exit exams, especially with high-risk students. She does note, however, that 

there are many factors that contribute to students dropping out besides high stakes testing and 

that it should be considered as one adclitional factor leading to increased dropout rates. She also 

explores the increase in retention rates as a result ofhigh-stakes testing. Hom (2003) explains 

that data collected during the first year of implementation of the Iowa Test ofBasic Skills shows 

fifteen percent, thirteen percent and eight percent of third, sixth and eighth grade students were 

retained as a result of their test scores (p. 32). 

While data can serve as a useful tool in education, it does run the risk ofbeing used 

inappropriately. It is vital that educators not look at data as a measure of students, but rather of 

teachers. When the focus is shifted, it takes educators out ofa place ofblame and into one of 
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reflection. 

Conclusion 

It is my ardent belief that as educators, we have a profound responsibility to our students. 

As seen in the research above, teachers have an irrefutable impact on students and student 

achievement. The purpose of this study is to explore the effectiveness of data-driven professional 

learning communities on student achievement. I will use both qualitative and quantitative data, 

creating a mixed method of study. 

Armed with the work ofHattie, Dufour, Marzano and Bambrick-Santoyo, I will create a 

professional learning community within our district. This PLC will follow the model established 

by Richard DuFour. As a community we will begin by assessing our own data and reflecting 

upon our own practices, seeking to pinpoint the current progress ofeach child. From there, we 

can begin to target strategies that seek to support the student at their immediate level. Interim 

assessment will be created as urged by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo. We will work collectively to 

ensure that we are creating a rigorous and broad view of the curriculum. Surveys will be 

collected from participating members. 

In addition to this, I will interview members ofprofessional learning communities from 

school districts with higher percentages of student proficiency to find out what strategies are 

being implemented and how data is collected and used. Again, surveys will be used to examine 

the effectiveness ofdata-driven instruction and professional learning communities. 

I will also collect student data from both teachers within our professional learning 

community and from outside ofour professional learning community. This data will help 

quantify the effects on students. 

The ultimate goal will be to evaluate the effectiveness and outcomes of these data driven 

professional learning communities on student achievement. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

The purpose of this study was to look at how professional learning communities (PLCs) 

and data-driven instruction can be used effectively to support student achievement. In chapter 

one I explored the profound need for an improved system within Wheeler Springs Unified 

School District (WSUSD) based on the low percentages of students meeting or exceeding ELA 

and Math standards. In chapter two, I explored the data surrounding research by John Hattie, 

Richard DuFour, Robert Marzano and Paul Bambrick-Santoyo on the potential benefits ofboth 

professional learning communities and data-driven instruction. 

Through my research, I explored the following question: 

• What effect will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning 

community have on fifth grade student achievement as measured by monthly 

summative math assessments? 

In this chapter I explained my methodology in conducting my own research. I explained 

the use ofboth quantitative and qualitative data in answering the research question, the design of 

the research, a description of the participants, the setting in which the study took place, the 

instruments used, the procedures of the study, and the analysis of the data. 

Design 

In an effort to compile well-rounded data, I used both qualitative and quantitative 

methods. I used an experimental group (fifth grade) and a control group (sixth grade). All data 

was collected within WSUSD. 

The quantitative data collected were test scores from the fifth grade team's students and 

the sixth grade control group students. Three tests were administered to each grade level. The 

initial assessment was titled Form A and was used to establish a baseline. The subsequent 
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assessments were titled Form Band C and were given in one month intervals to measure the 

effect of the professional learning community in contrast with the control group. 

For data, I collected surveys after the administration ofall three tests and after the fifth 

grade team met six times in a PLC. The surveys consisted ofLikert style questions gauging the 

perceived effect of the PLCs. Open ended questions were also used to gain more depth of 

understanding. 

The combination of the data collected helped to establish the correlation between PLCs 

and student achievement. It is important to note, however, that many factors can have an effect 

on student achievement. Because all teacher practices were not controlled and/or isolated for this 

study, the relationship can only be seen as a correlation and not definitive evidence. 

Another important note is that there is a downward trend noted on SBAC scores during 

the fifth grade year and then an increase in the sixth grade year. This pattern has been observed 

over the past three years. Due to the constraints of this project through the practice of the district, 

I was unable to isolate this from the data collected. 

Participants 

As noted above, my study was bound to WSUSD as a case study. Specifically, it is bound 

to the fifth grade team. The sixth grade team was used as a control group. 

The fifth and sixth grade teams were chosen for two reasons. First, I teach fifth and sixth 

grade. Though I do not teach fifth grade math currently, I have taught it in the past and am 

familiar with the standards. I am not out ofplace in the fifth grade team and am able to serve as a 

facilitator and contributor. Likewise, I am part of the sixth grade team. Most ofmy 

communication with the sixth grade team was conducted through email because there is 

currently no PLC occurring at the sixth grade level. 
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Secondly, data from the SBAC shows a dip in scores during the fifth grade year. The 

assistant superintendent and I agreed that we would use this study in an effort to improve student 

scores at that level. 

The fifth and sixth grade teams sample had similar demographics to the entire K-6 

teaching team and could therefore be used as a representation of the whole group. The use of all 

teachers teaching fifth grade, as opposed to a select few teachers also helped ensure more 

applicable results. Likewise, participation ofall sixth grade team members in the control group 

further served this purpose. 

I worked closely with the assistant superintendent and leadership team for this project in 

order to provide necessary safeguards and to comply with legal requirements. All participants in 

the fifth grade team in WSUSD were informed of the purpose and guidelines of this project. 

While participation in the group was mandatory for the personnel per the school district, 

participation in the surveys was voluntary. The assistant superintendent made it clear that no 

repercussions would come from not participating in my surveys. All fifth grade team participants 

signed a consent form (Appendix A). 

The sixth grade team was not informed ofthe purpose ofmy study. Instead participants 

were only told that I was conducting research as part ofmy continuing education. Because no 

PLCs were in place for this group, participation in the study including administration of the 

assessments and completion of their survey was voluntary. All members of the sixth grade team 

agreed to participate with no obligation from the district. Again, all sixth grade team participants 

signed a consent form (Appendix B). 

All participants were notified of the safeguards in place to limit the ability of data to be 

identified as coming from any one teacher. These included: anonymous test results from 
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students, tests being shuffled so that tests would not be grouped by school site, anonymous 

survey sent through Google Forms with no identifying information collected, and no collection 

of names during my note-taking at the PLCs. 

Setting 

I focused on the fifth grade team in Wheeler Springs Unified School District in a small, 

rural community in southern California. Wheeler Springs has a majority white, upper-middle 

class population with a strong liberal political climate. 

Today, Wheeler Springs is a tourism destination nicknamed "Shangri-la" because of the 

town's natural beauty, spirituality and healing energy. While tourism has created many jobs, it 

has also driven housing prices to new highs. The median house price in Wheeler Springs is 

$647,000 while the median family income is only $61,192, making home ownership out ofreach 

for many residents. Twenty percent of all people living in Wheeler Springs are over 65 years of 

age and 20% are under the age of 18. 

Ninety-one percent of Wheeler Springs residents over 25 years ofage have at least a high 

school diploma while 46 percent have a bachelor's degree or higher. Eighty-eight percent of the 

population is white, 18 percent Hispanic or Latino and less than four percent ofall other races 

listed in the census data. 

There are five public elementary schools, eight private elementary schools, one public 

middle school, one public high school and four private high schools. All public schools are part 

ofWSUSD. 

In WSUSD 55% of students are white, 35% Hispanic or Latino and 10% are African 

American or black, American Indian, Asian, Filipino, Pacific Islander or two or more races 

(California Department of Education, 2017). 
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Twenty-five percent of students in WSUSD are English language learners. Thirty-nine 

percent of students in WSUSD qualify for free or reduced lunch while 39% ofWSUSD students 

qualify (Startclass, 2017). 

In WSUSD, thirty-eight percent of students met or exceeded ELA standards and 51% met 

or exceeded math standards on the SBAC. (California Department ofEducation, 2017). 

Below is a table showing the percentages of students meeting or exceeding standards on 

CAASPP by ethnicity. 

Instruments 

For this research project I collected both qualitative and quantitative data. 

First, I collected and compared student test scores from a test created through IO Education on 

the Education Assessment Management System (EADMS) on adding and subtracting fractions 

(Appendix C). This test was created by the assistant superintendent and a fifth grade teacher 

leader chosen by the team. Input was given at the initial meeting as to what should go into the 

assessment. Questions were then selected from the IO Education question database. This topic 
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was chosen as it is an essential standard tested on the SBAC. There were three forms used to 

collect data: 

• Form A : Initial Assessment 

• Form B: Assessment used after first PLC exploring student scores on Form A and 

one month of changes to practice. 

• Form C: Final assessment on topic after second PLC and one month ofchanges to 

practice. 

I compared overall scores of sixth graders on a similar test created through IO Education 

on EADMS asking students to multiply and divide fractions (Appendix D). On each test there 

were two Depth ofKnowledge (DOK) 1 questions, seven DOK 2 questions and one DOK 3 

question. This test was created by the assistant superintendent and me without input from the 

sixth grade team. This topic was chosen as it was also dealing with fractions, and an essential 

standard tested on the SBAC. 

Following the study, participants were asked to complete a Likert style survey along with 

a series of open ended questions. This survey came from the book Building a Professional 

Learning Community at Work by William Ferriter and Parry Graham with the support ofRichard 

Dufour. I chose this survey as it was designed by leading educational researchers for educational 

leaders to measure the effects and effectiveness of PLCs in their own district. I added in the 

open-ended questions to be~er answer my own research question. The wording of the 

introduction was also changed. 

I believe the combination of these two instruments painted the most complete picture of 

the effects ofPLCs in the district as they provide both quantifiable data and measure a perceived 

impact by the professionals working in them. 
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Procedures 

In Wheeler Springs Unified School District, I worked with the assistant superintendent 

and the elementary leadership team to create a model for a PLC. We used the fifth grade teaching 

team as our sample. Teachers were asked to assess students' proficiency in adding and 

subtracting fractions using a benchmark assessment. This became the initial assessment (Form 

A). Two other tests with different questions on the same topic were also created (Form B and 

FormC). 

I later met with the assistant superintendent as to create a similar assessment for the sixth 

grade team based on sixth grade standards. This test would not be used in conjunction with 

professional learning communities. Rather, it would be administered at the same time as the fifth 

grade tests as a stand-alone piece to better understand the relationship the PLCs had on student 

achievement. There were also three tests in the sixth grade series. The three tests for both grade 

levels were given over the course of three months. The material varied by grade to 

accommodate grade-level standards. The standards addressed were chosen based on what topics 

had already been covered during the course of the year and what standards appeared the most on 

the SBAC. The standards that appeared most on the SBAC were determined by using the 

blueprint provided within the Content Specifications ofthe Summative Assessment for the 

Common Core State Standards ofMathematics (SBAC, 2015). 

This research project was a longitudinal study taking place over the course of three 

months. Three tests were used during this time to measure student achievement. The tests were 

all on the same topic, but did not have the same questions. 

The fifth grade team met a total of6 times by the time that Form C was administered 

while the sixth grade team did not meet at all. 
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Following the initial PLC, teachers were asked to administer Form A. Though the sixth 

grade team did not participate in the creation of the test or in the PLCs, they were also asked to 

administer the test. 

At the second PLC meeting, fifth grade teachers were asked to examine the data from 

Form A and compare with other teachers. During this meeting teachers examined areas of 

strength and weakness in student performance and explored ways their own practices contributed 

to this. They then created plans to improve student achievement before the administration of 

Form B. Two weeks following the evaluation of Form A, teachers met to discuss student 

progress and share ideas. 

One month following Test A, teachers administered Test B prior to the scheduled group 

meeting. Again, the sixth grade team would also administer Form B but would not participate in 

any meeting. 

Again, fifth grade teachers would meet in their PLC and examine areas of growth, 

decline, and no change. Teachers discussed what practices were successful and which were not 

based on the results. Collaboration occurred again to generate a plan to improve student 

performance. Teachers also collaborated on effective practices for teaching addition and 

subtraction offractions. These conversations were not scripted, but rather occurred naturally 

from the ideas of the team. 

Lastly, both grades administered Form C. This form would be used as a reflection piece 

in the fifth grade PLC. This form was the last data point. 

Following the PLC meetings, surveys were completed by the fifth grade teaching team. 

They were asked to reflect on the practices that did or did not affect the learning outcomes of 
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students and the impact, or lack thereof, of the professional learning community and the data 

evaluated. 

Step 1: Hold initial meeting with fifth grade team to discuss plans. (Fifth grade only) 

Step 2: Work with teachers to create benchmark assessments in mathematics (Fifth only) 

Step 3: Create sixth grade benchmark assessment with assistant superintendent with no teacher 

input. 

Step 4: Ask teachers to administer Form A. (Both fifth and sixth) 

Step 5: Meet in PLC to discuss data and strategies for student improvement. (Fifth only) 

Step 6: One month after PLC, prior to second meeting, administer Form B. (Both fifth and sixth) 

Step 7: Meet for PLC and discuss student outcomes and needed teacher improvements. (Fifth 

only) 

Step 8: One month later, administer Form C. (Both fifth and sixth) 

Step 9: Meet to discuss final results and discuss next steps. (Fifth only) 

Step 10: Survey teachers. (Fifth only) 

It is important to note that I am a part ofboth teams. While I do believe my interference 

in the study is minimal, I do suspect that teachers answered survey questions more positively 

given the fact that I am working directly with the assistant superintendent. I have tried to 

minimize this impact by keeping surveys anonymous and limiting my knowledge of what 

information is provided by any one source. 

Data Analysis 

My research was quasi-experimental. In my study I had a control group (sixth grade) and 

an experimental group (fifth grade). The groups were not selected at random, but rather with a 

purpose. However, all members ofboth the fifth and sixth grade team participated. 
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Students from both groups took a criterion-referenced, multiple choice exam as noted 

above. This format was chosen as it was a tool that the district is beginning to implement, and 

will be a measure of student achievement going forward. My intent was to measure students 

using a consistent tool. This is a tool that the district is using to shape what areas of the 

curriculum are emphasized most heavily. 

To analyze the data collected from these tests I calculated the average percent on the 

initial exam and subtracted it from the final exam for both groups. This gave me a percent of 

growth. Upon doing this, a difference existed between the fifth and sixth grade data. To find out 

if this was statistically significant, I used the T-Test. 

I also collected quantitative data in the form of Likert style and qualitative data in the 

form ofopen-ended survey questions. The surveys were administered to the fifth grade team 

following the final PLC. The Likert style questions provided data about the perceived 

effectiveness of the PLCs as well provided insight into ways of making future PLCs more 

effective. Since the results would be considered ordinal data, I used a non-parametric test to 

analyze the results. 

Within the open ended questions, I focused on key words to establish the perceived 

benefit, or lack thereof, ofPLCs on student achievement. I coded the data and explored patterns. 

I used the iterative process to analyze this data. The following chapter will further explore these 

patterns and provide quotes from each category and question to provide greater context for the 

data analyzed frpm student scores and from the surveys. 

Conclusion 

The chosen methodology for this study was designed to show a correlation between PLCs 

and student achievement while fostering relationships among teachers and attempting to 
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positively impact their learning. Because of this, specific participants and topics were chosen. 

Instruments that would likely be used to further the study were also chosen in an effort to not 

only make this replicable, but to allow for continued improvement and use within the district. 

Neither method proved a definitive relationship between PLCs and student achievement. 

As Hattie has demonstrated through his research, there are infinite factors that affect student 

achievement. I have tried to isolate this by using all members from both the fifth and sixth grade 

team. The only thing that has been changed from a district level is the use ofPLCs. However, 

individual teachers and sites may have practices that also affect student achievement. Instead, I 

have used this data to show a correlation between PLCs and student achievement. 

In the coming chapter I explore the outcomes of this study and provide data to support 

my conclusions. I also explore the limitations ofmy study in greater depth as well as discuss the 

interpretations ofmy data and their effect on education. 
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis 

Mathematics scores, as measured by California Assessment of Student Performance and 

Progress (CAASSP), within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD) continue to be 

low despite changes in curriculum, additional full-day trainings and increased pull out support 

time (CA Department ofEducation, 2018). Through my research I looked into ways of 

increasing test scores. With the work of John Hattie, Robert Marzano and Richard DuFour as my 

guide, I collaborated with the assistant superintendent to create a professional learning 

community (PLC) with the fifth grade teaching team to address the best practices for teaching 

mathematics emphasizing the year long problem solving standard and development of fraction 

fluency. The PLC would last for a total of three months and would meet a total of six times (bi

monthly). There were five teachers participating, working with a total of 142 students. 

Data, consisting of test scores and survey responses, was collected to measure the 

effectiveness of the PLC based on these qualitative and quantitative indicators. Student 

proficiency in the form ofbenchmark assessments were used to measure growth while Likert 

style surveys and open-ended questions were used to gauge perceived effectiveness and best 

practices. 

As per the recommendations of the aforementioned authors, benchmark assessments for 

the students corresponding to the fifth grade Common Core math standards were created that 

aligned to the CAASSP test. I guided the fifth grade PLC to use the benchmarks as a measure of 

student proficiency in standards 5.NF.A.1 and 5.NF.A.2. Standard 5.NF.A.1 reads, "Add and 

subtract.fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given 

fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference 

of.fractions with like denominators" (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018). Standard 
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5.NF.A.2 reads, "Solve wordproblems involving addition and subtraction offractions referring 

to the same whole, including cases ofunlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models 

or equations to represent the problem. Use benchmark fractions and number sense offractions 

to estimate mentally and assess the reasonableness ofanswers." (Common Core State Standards 

Initiative, 2018). 

Initially Form A was delivered and assessed. Following this, we met as a PLC to evaluate 

our scores and look for reasoning as to the scores we saw. The team would meet once more after 

two weeks to discuss progress. No assessment was given at that time. This cycle was repeated 

until the final assessment; Form C was administered. At the same time, our sixth grade team, 

though not meeting in a PLC, administered similar forms that aligned to sixth grade standards. 

These were also given one month apart. 

Following the final PLC meeting a Likert style survey consisting of twenty-six scaled 

questions, along with four open-ended questions was given to measure the perceived 

effectiveness of the PLC as well as how to improve the model for future studies. The survey was 

given to the the fifth grade team. Below I explore the percent of responses to individual 

questions and examine the responses to the open-ended questions. No survey was given to the 

sixth grade team. 

In this chapter I discuss the results of the three assessments and analyze the data relative 

to the impact of the teacher PLC on student achievement in mathematics based on student 

performance on standards 5.NF.A.1 and 5.NF.A.2. I also explore the results of the Likert style 

survey and open-ended responses to address what the implications of this study are for the field 

ofeducation. 
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Data Presentation and Analysis 

I focused my data collection and research on the fifth grade PLC, and specifically on 

fraction addition and subtraction. I designed my study to focus on the effectiveness of the PLC 

itself. To do this, I have measured growth through three benchmark assessments, Form A, Form 

Band Form C in an experimental group (fifth grade) and a control group (sixth grade). 

(Appendices A-F) 

I entered the data into two tables and compared the initial scores from Form A to the fmal 

scores on Form C. This provided me a comparison of initial performance with fmal performance 

following the PLC. I chose to not use the data in Form Bin my calculations as the use of that 

benchmark was designed to support the teacher in gauging their own performance, not to be used 

as a fmal measure of student growth. 

I compared the data in several different ways. First, in Table 1, I configured the data in a 

way that I felt would be meaningful for teachers. It clearly provided a visual representation of 

how well students in fifth grade performed on Form C as opposed to Form A or any of the sixth 

grade forms. I averaged the scores out of ten on the assessments by grade level and then placed 

the averages of the fifth and sixth grade scores on both forms in the same chart. These showed 

the scores of the experimental group's (fifth grade) pre and post-assessment scores with a PLC. It 

also shows the control group's (sixth grade) pre and post-assessment scores with no PLC. The 

red column in Table 1 shows the scores after the fifth grade team met in PLCs for 12 weeks. 

There was an average gain of2.38 points Form A to form C in the fifth grade experimental group 

and a .53 average drop in scores from Form A to Form C in the sixth grade control group. This 

shows a difference of2.61 in the scores of the fifth grade Form C (after PLC) and the sixth grade 

Form C (after no PLC). This shows that while the fifth grade experimental groups scores 



t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 

5th Grade Form A and Form C 

Variable 1 Variable 2 

Mean 5.2845528 7.8943089 
Variance 6.5495135 4.3411969 
Observations 142 142 
Pearson Correlation 0.536021 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 122 
t Stat 12.724051 
P(T<=t) one-tail l.999E-24 
t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 
P(T<=t) two-tail 3.999E-24 

t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 

Table2 
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improved on the post-assessment with the teachers meeting in PLCs, the sixth grade control 

group's scores actually dropped while not participating in PLCs. 

Table 1 

Averagc Number Correct 

5th Form A 5th Form C 6th Form A 6th Form C 

5th and 6th F'orm A vs..Form C y,--------------------
8 t---------
7 t---------
6 f---------
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

To further make sense of the data and look for statistical significance, I measured the difference 

in growth between the fifth and sixth grade team using at-test and calculated the Pearson 

Correlation Coefficient. I did this at both grade levels and then compared the two Pearson 

Correlations to determine ifthere was indeed a statistical significance. 2 and 3 show the growth 

from Form A to Form C in both the fifth and sixth grade groups. It is important to note that 

while the sixth grade team did not meet in a formal PLC, collaboration and teacher efforts to 

improve effectiveness were not limited in any way. 



t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 

6th Grade Form A and Form C 

Variable 1 Variable 2 

Mean 5.9186992 5.455284553 
Variance 7.3703852 8.086098894 
Observations 123 123 
Pearson Correlation 0.1874564 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
df 122 
t Stat 1.450073 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0748021 
t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.1496042 

t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 

Table 3 
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The fifth grade scores showed a Pearson Correlation of .53, which is representative ofa 

moderate correlation. The calculated t statistic is 12.72 standard deviations away from the mean. 

This shows that there is a high probability that these results were not random. As per the 

calculations seen in Table 2, we would have only needed a 1.98 t statistic for this to be 

considered outside of the standard variation. 

The results were much different in sixth grade. The sixth grade scores showed a Pearson 

Correlation of .18. This is an insignificant correlation. Furthermore, the calculated t statistic was 

only 1.45. In order for this to be outside ofthe standard variation, it would have needed to be 

above 1.98. 

The above data tells me that the scores seen with the fifth graders were statistically 

significant and highly unlikely to be unrelated to an outside factor. Since the controlled factor in 

this study was the use of a fifth grade PLC, this data shows that the fifth grade PLC did have a 

positive impact on student achievement. The average student improved by 23.89%, indicating a 

positive correlation. 

To further evaluate my hypothesis, I collected Likert style surveys to measure the 

perceived effectiveness of the PLCS, what practices influenced their success or lack thereof and 
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ways the PLC could be improved on for future study. Table 4 shows the percentages of 

responses and the questions. Please note that there were five teachers in the fifth grade PLC, all 

of which participated in the survey fully. 

Table4 

Percent Percent 
Percent Percent 

Question Strongly Strongly Agree Disagree 
Agree Disagree 

We have an agreed upon set ofmeeting norms in our PLC team (for example, expectations 
for participant behaviors during meetings)_ 100% 0% 0% 0% 

We follow our meeting norms consistently at PLC meetings_ 80% 20% 0% 0% 

Our norms help us to have productive. effective conversations. 80% 20% 0% 0% 

We have clear tasks to oerform at our PLC meetings_ 80% 20% 0% 0% 

Our tasks relate directly to student learning goals. 80% 20% 0% 0% 

Our tasks are determined by consensus among our team members. 80% 20% 0% 0% 
A large majority of our PLC time (80 percent or more) is spent on tasks related to student 
learning goals. 80% 20% 0% 0% 

During PLC conversations, team members sometimes disrurree about ideas or practices. 60% 20% 20% 0% 
When team members disagree about ideas or practices, we tend to discuss those 
disagreements in depth. 60% 40% 0% 0% 
When I disagree with something a member ofmy PLC has said, I almost always voice that 
disae:reement. 40% 40% 20% 0% 
Within PLC meetings, we try to avoid emotionally charged or difficult topics or 
conversations. 40% 20% 40% 0% 

I feel a strong sense ofattachment to my team. 60% 40% 0% 0% 
Ifwe were given the option ofno longer meeting as a PLC, I would still want to continue 
the meetings. 40% 60% 0% 0% 
I have improved as a classroom teacher as a result of the conversations and work we have 
done in our PLC. 40% 60% 0% 0% 
I have made changes to my teaching practices as a result ofthe work that we have done as a 
PLC. 40% 60% 0% 0% 
I am seeing a positive impact on student achievement as rneasw-ed by my own assessments 
as a result ofthe PLC. 40% 60% 0% 0% 
I believe examining data as a reflection ofmy own teaching, helped me to improve my 
DTilctices. 600/4 40% 0% 0% 
My PLC team has worked to define the most important student learning goals in our content 
areas. 80% 20% 0% 0% 
If you were to ask each ofthe members ofmy PLC team to list the most important student 
learning goals in our content areas independently, we would all come up with nearly 
identical lists. 60% 40% 0% 0% 

I could explain to a parent, in simple language, the most important grade level learning 
goals for his or her child in the content areas I teach. 80% 20% 0% 0% 

I adjust the instructional practices in my classroom based on my students' performance on 
common assessments. 60% 40% 0% 0% 

As a PLC team, we regularly (at least monthly) make adjustments to our instructional 
practices across all classrooms based on students performance on common assessments 80% 20% 0% 0% 

Over the course of this PLC, I have implemented numerous academic interventions in my 
classroom for struggling students. 80% 20% 0% 0% 
As an individual teacher, I regularly think about how my specific instructional practices 
affect student learning and how changes in my instructional practices might lead to changes 
in student learning. 80% 20% 0% 0% 
As a PLC team, we regularly discuss how our specific instructional practices affect student 
learning and how changes in our instructional practices might lead to changes in student 
learning. 80% 20% 0% 0% 
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This data not only supported the study ofmy hypothesis, but also helped to identify the 

effective practices from this study and ones that could be improved upon. As seen in Table 4, I 

highlighted the questions that specifically dealt with the perceived effectiveness of the PLC. One 

hundred percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the PLC had a positive impact 

on student achievement as well as on the teacher's own performance in the classroom. This 

survey was created in part by Robert Dufour and modified by me to align with my study. By 

using this survey, I was also able to see that the best practices, as laid out by Dufour, were 

indeed used. I know this because one hundred percent ofparticipants agreed or strongly agreed 

that nearly all of the best practices were being utilized. This also helps to establish that one norm 

that needs to be more fully addressed, is how to respond to disagreement among peers and 

establishing protocol for voicing opinions. This can be seen in questions eight and ten. Here 

twenty percent ofrespondents felt that either they believed there to be no disagreements, or that 

they had no voice in expressing their concerns. 

I chose not to use other statistical measurements for this data as there were only five 

participants. I had originally planned to use the Mann-Whitney U test, and would still do so in 

further tests that had more participants. Much like the t-test, it would have shown me statistical 

significance ofeach variable. Again, with a small population ofdata and without having two 

points ofcollection, presenting the data in a more straightforward approach seemed more 

appropriate in this study. 

I also used four open ended questions go gain further insight into the effectiveness of the 

PLCs and the areas that could be improved on or that were already effective in the current model. 

My goal was to not only study my hypothesis, but assuming that it was correct, build a model 

that could be used for further study and improvement of student achievement. In Table 5 I have 
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included all of the answers to the questions collected. Again, due to the limited size of group, I 

chose to look at each piece ofdata without coding. This allowed for an in depth analysis of the 

study as well as provided insight to the Likert style questions. 

Table 5 

Question Teacher 1 Teacher2 Teacher3 Teacher4 Teachers 

I was initially shocked 
to see how poor our Comparing my scores 

What aspects of the 
scores were. I feel like with others to see what 

PLC, if any, have Benchmark 
working together It was nice finally other people were 

been the most Time to reflect assessments were 
through this group, we having a PLC. doing that might have 

beneficial to you as helpful. 
have the opportunity been better than what I 

a teacher? 
to improve those was doing. 
scores. 

t fell like time should 
What aspects of the 

have been used ro These should 
PLC, if any, have I would like to 

I thought this was all discuss n broader have been going I felt like there were been the least see better 
very well done. moge ot·1opics. JI 1vns on for a lot too many assessments 

beneficial to you as assessments. 
too much lime spent longer. 

a teacher? 
on too rew tooics. 

What changes More time, fewer Incorporate more 
would you professional standards to assess. I would like to see us 
recommend to the development Plan a schedule of Keep up the use STAR Reading 

Let's meet more often! 
leadership team to settings that are a when we teach the PLCs and Math instead of 
improve the PLC less beneficial standards and align the EADMS tests. 
process? use of time. the standards to them. 

Not surprisingly, 
I saw an increase 
in student 
achievement. I 

I saw substantial 
Please describe the have been asking 

growth in my 
effect, or lack I believe my for support for a I felt like my students 

students. Just talcing I saw growth in my 
thereof: of this PLC students long time. I am benefited from me 

the extra time to students. 
on student improved. the only 5th grade attending the PLC. 

review and practice 
achievement. teacher at my site 

really helped. 
and I need other 
people to talk to, 
but haven't had 
that. 

From this data, I learned that teachers appreciated meeting, evaluating scores and being 

provided time to discuss their practice. I also learned that teachers felt some frustration with the 

assessments used. I would like to explore this further in conversation with the group as we move 

forward with additional PLCs. I want to know how we can further improve these tests. It is 

important to look at this question in context with the data collected in tables 2 and 3. It is evident 

that the assessments were noting a significant change as a result ofthe PLC. This shows that 

despite assessment quality, teachers were able to help students find mastery of the questions. In 
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the following question, one teacher noted another assessment that could be used in future studies, 

the STAR test, that we already have access to. Overall, the teachers noted wanting more time for 

these PLCs in the future and expressed a feeling that the PLCs were greatly benefiting their 

students. 

Interpretations 

This study shows a strong correlation between the use ofa data-driven PLC and student 

achievement. As a leader, this demonstrates the importance of teachers having time to 

collaborate and share ideas and strategies. John Hattie notes that the most influential factors 

affecting students are ones that revolve around the teacher (Killian, 2017.) My study supports 

this evidence. Teachers coming together and discussing how to support their students proved to 

be a valuable tool in supporting students. 

Moving forward with this information in WSUSD, I see the potential for PLCs at all 

grade levels because of the correlation ofPLCS and student achievement. I see the need to begin 

evaluating the core standards in each grade level and creating or utilizing existing benchmarks 

that measure these standards. Teachers can use them as a common assessment and point of 

companson. 

I believe that bi-monthly is a reasonable amount of time to begin with. Teachers reported 

they would like additional time to work in PLCs, but there are physical constraints (sites without 

multiple teachers at each grade level) and time constraints (staff meetings, lesson preparation, 

parent meetings, etc.) I believe a challenge that will be worth facing will be looking at how to 

effectively and efficiently bring teachers together in more ways for additional collaboration 

outside of the bi-monthly PLCs . 

.. 
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John Hattie noted feedback to students as one of the most influential factors on student 

learning. Moving forward, I would like to work to create assessments that allow for better 

feedback to students. These tests were predominately scored online. While feedback was not 

given by all teachers, it was a variable that had the potential to improve student achievement 

further. 

I believe my involvement did have an impact on the study. In the fifth grade PLC, I 

worked as a facilitator and expert alongside the assistant superintendent. I tried to minimize my 

role, but ultimately found myselfhelping to guide the conversations. My expectation moving 

forward would be that a teacher leader would be the facilitator in each group. I believe that the 

guidance of the assistant superintendent and me greatly increased the productivity in the group. 

Without a strong leader trained in how to facilitate a PLC, they could have looked much 

differently. My involvement in the sixth grade team was minimal. We did not meet and members 

only learned after the study what the purpose of the assessments were. I did share the results with 

them, along with the results ofthe fifth grade group to show the value ofPLCs. We have already 

begun to develop group norms and set a timeline for what we hope to accomplish in the coming 

year. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study did have many limitations. First, this was a study limited to WSUSD with less 

than 150 students at each grade level. This sample size afforded me the opportunity to conduct a 

case study at the site. With five or less teachers at each grade level, it also created a group that 

may not be representative of the district as a whole. While I did try to mitigate this by forming a 

group with teachers at all sites, I had limited ability to ensure a broad demographic. The time 

span on this study was also quite short. I would like to conduct a similar study over an extended 
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period of time to compare with standardized test scores. Until CAASPP scores come out at the 

end of summer, we will have little information to support the impact of these PLCs as related to 

the CAASPP score. If our goal is to improve our scores as measured by CAASPP, then it will be 

essential that we create a longitudinal study using that assessment along with carefully aligned 

benchmarks as our assessment following a student cohort. Lastly, I did not attempt to control 

other factors in the study. Again, with all sites included, the effect of student demographics as 

well as both positive and negative factors occurring at home or at school should be somewhat 

neutralized. However, ultimately, little control was held over other factors. 

Conclusion 

The collected data suggests a strong correlation between PLCs and student achievement. 

Using a variety of tools to collect and analyze data, I was able to show a strong statistical 

correlation. I was also able to help create visuals to support the professional growth of the 

teachers within the district. Likert style questions as well as open-ended questions helped 

construct a clear vision of teacher perception as well as next steps. In the following chapter I will 

discuss the potential impact ofmy findings and the implications of this study on educator 

practices relative to student achievement. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 

Over the course of the last three months I have researched the effect ofprofessional 

learning communities (PLCs) on student achievement at the fifth grade level using benchmark 

assessments. This study was designed as an initial research project to support student 

achievement within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD). Within WSUSD student 

achievement, specifically at the fifth grade level, was not up to the standard that we have set out 

to accomplish: for all students to meet or exceed grade level Common Core State Standards. 

This study was designed for the fifth grade level as test scores were lower at that level 

than at any other grade level. In WSUSD only forty-five percent of students met or exceeded the 

ELA standards as assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, 

thirty-five percent, met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter 

Balanced Assessment, 2017). At the fifth grade level, this has been a downward trend for the 

last three years. 

To counteract this, I worked with the assistant superintendent to design and implement a 

fifth grade PLC based on research and formed around data. The purpose of the PLC was to have 

teachers meet, evaluate the data and collaborate on best practices and methodologies to support 

student learning. 

Summary of Findings 

After implementing the PLC and measuring student progress using monthly benchmark 

assessments, I found that the fifth grade PLC had a positive impact on student achievement. I 

calculated a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of .53, which is considered a moderate correlation. 

A moderate correlation suggests that the results did not happen by chance, but were a result of 
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the variable. I also noted a 23.8% increase in scores from initial tests given before the PLC and 

final assessments given following the PLC. 

To provide greater insight into the reasoning behind the student achievement seen and to 

make changes to future PLC tests, I also administered a Likert style survey with open-ended 

questions. What I discovered was that teachers also felt that the PLCs had a positive impact on 

student achievement. Their insights gave direction to future studies that I am already working on 

with the superintendent. 

Findings Interpretation and Limitations 

In this study, there was a fifth grade experimental group and a sixth grade control group. 

In the fifth grade group, all teachers met to discuss current district data as measured by CAASPP. 

Teachers then worked to identify key standards and create benchmark assessments for those 

standards. Initially, Form A was administered. Two weeks later teachers met to discuss results. 

At this meeting, teachers noted what strategies were perceived to be working or not working in 

their respective classrooms. Teachers graphed student progress and returned to their classrooms. 

Two weeks later, Form B was administered and the PLC team met again to discuss the results in 

two weeks. Teachers looked at the progress of their own students and assessed it. They again 

shared what was working or not working in their classrooms. Form C was then administered and 

two weeks later teachers met a final time to explore their own progress. The sixth grade team 

administered the benchmark assessments, but did not meet in PLCs. 

The students in the fifth grade group improved their scores, on average, by 23.8% while 

students in the sixth grade group experienced a drop in scores of an average of 5.3%. On the 

Likert style survey all teachers on the fifth grade team either agreed or strongly agreed that the 

PLCs had a positive impact on student achievement. This showed that the PLC had a positive 
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impact on student achievement. However, while a correlation exists, this cannot be proven 

without further study. While teachers in the control group did not meet in PLCs, they were not 

restricted from naturally dialoguing with colleagues or using the benchmarks as a measure of 

their own progress. Also, CMSPP scores at the sixth grade level were already a bit higher than 

students at the sixth grade level. To further complicate the study, standards at the sixth grade 

level are different than standards at the fifth grade level. While limitations for this study existed, 

I feel like there is compelling evidence to support a moderate correlation between student 

achievement and PLCs. 

Findings in Context 

My findings are consistent with the research presented in my literature study. A key 

element discussed in my literature review was the use ofdata-driven instruction and its effect on 

student achievement. Cheug, et al. (2011 ), state, "The focus ofdata-driven reform approaches is 

on obtaining timely, useful information, trying to understand the 'root causes' behind the 

numbers, and designing interventions targeted to the specific areas most likely to be inhibiting 

success" (p.4). This was the focus ofthe fifth grade PLC. The goal was to use timely data 

(benchmark assessments) to provide immediate and meaningful feedback. By evaluating this, 

teachers were able to discuss their own practices and explore ideas that could be linked to the 

'root causes' behind the scores. From there, teachers were able to design interventions within 

their classroom to support students on those concepts. Those interventions were then tested again 

using additional benchmarks. 

The avenue for delivery of the data was also key in this study. Dufour (2004) states, 

"The powerful collaboration that characterizes professional learning communities is a systematic 

process in which teachers work together to analyze and improve their classroom practice. 
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Teachers work in teams, engaging in an ongoing cycle of questions that promote deep team 

learning. This process, in turn, leads to higher levels of student achievement" (para 18). Through 

this study, PLCs were used to create a place for teachers to use data to collaborate with their 

peers. By doing so, teachers were able to find practices that did positively impact student 

achievement as seen in the data. 

I worked diligently in this study to avoid the pitfalls ofdata driven instruction as noted 

by Hattie (2005) and Neuman (2016). They both noted that common pitfalls of data-driven 

instruction are high-stakes. No consequence or incentive was used with teachers. As a result, this 

did not factor into the results of student achievement. I can neither confirm nor contradict their 

work through this study as I intentionally avoided this as a variable. 

Hattie (2005) found a correlation of over 0.6 for evaluation, reflection and discussion. My 

findings were consistent, though slightly less conclusive. I also did not break out each aspect of 

the PLC into smaller factors as Hattie did. Hattie (2005) notes that any correlation over 0.4 is 

worth implementing to improve student achievement. I found a correlation of 0.53, indicating 

that the PLC model I used was effective. 

Implications, Recommendations and Future Direction 

This study has shown me that PLCs are an effective means, though not the only means, of 

improving student achievement. This finding aligns with other research in the field and opens up 

new questions for research. It also sheds light on a new direction for professional development 

within school districts. 

Currently, many districts, including WSUSD offer training sessions or lectures as 

professional development. I believe this study shows support for using professional development 

time to collectively work in PLCS as opposed to traditional forms of training. While not the 
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focus of the study, current professional development time was used by the sixth grade team and 

scores did not improve. The fifth grade team did not attend the traditional trainings and instead 

participated in PLCs. The results, as noted above, showed the fifth grade team showed growth 

while the sixth grade team actually showed a decline in scores. This speaks to current 

professional development and to the future ofwhere districts need to go. It is imperative that we 

step outside ofour current status quo and seek alternatives that are data based and driven. One 

such method that I have tested, as have many researchers before me, is that of the PLC. When we 

combine data and PLCs, we have an opportunity to improve scores greatly. 

The model I used in creating this PLC was based on the research ofDuFour, Marzano, 

Cheung, and Hattie. It was created and measured using tools from these authors. I believe the 

initial model was effective; however, I do believe changes could be made for future study. 

Teachers noted the desire to have additional time to work in PLCs. A study could be conducted 

to measure at what frequency are PLCs most effective. Also, much like Hattie (2005) tests, we 

could break out individual components and find out which ones have the greatest effect sizes on 

our students. Additionally, I believe it would be prudent to measure the effectiveness of the 

benchmark assessment as a tool and look at alternatives. Lastly, I would like to look at how this 

study and the above modifications affect scores as measured by CAASPP. 

Conclusion 

I am excited to see the results of the data and surveys as I feel this information can help 

districts supports students in better ways. My purpose for this study was to support students 

within WSUSD and I believe we succeeded. While this study posed its limitations, it did show a 

positive moderate correlation between student achievement and PLCS. Future studies will need 

to be conducted to find out the most efficient model moving forward. We will also need to assess 
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our instruments and measure them against CAASPP results as this will be the ultimate measure 

the state uses to measure student achievement. I have shared this information with our district 

assistant superintendent and look forward to using this model to create, implement and improve 

PLCs within WSUSD. 

This study continues to support the current research and offers greater support for it. I 

have learned that supporting teacher efficacy is perhaps the single most important thing that can 

be done as an education leader. This can be done in a variety ofways, but PLCs show a positive 

correlation on supporting achievement. It is exciting to see that as educators and as educational 

leaders, we have a great ability to positively impact student achievement through our efficacy 

and actions. 
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Research Consent Form 

Researcher: Kate Spiva 

University: California State University San Marcos 

Research Question: 

What effect will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning community 

have on fifth grade student achievement as measured by monthly summative math scores in 

Ojai Unified School District? 

Description of Study: 

Over the course of the next three months I will be studying the outcomes of the 5th Grade 
professional learning community on student achievement in mathematics. To do this, I will be 
examining student scores on the IO Education Assessment created by Dr. Sherrill Knox and 
Caroline Stubbs. I will be comparing scores from Form A with scores on Form B and Form C in 
an effort to quantify results. 

At the conclusion ofmy study, I will be asking members of the team to participate in a short 
survey created by Learning Tree Solutions that I modified to gauge how successful or 
unsuccessful you felt the PLC was in supporting your teaching and student achievement. 

Please read and acknowledge the following information regarding your role in this study. 

• !_____________________voluntarily agree to participate in 

this research study. 

• I understand that even if I agree to participate now, I can withdraw at any time or refuse to 
answer any question without any consequences of any kind. 

• I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me in writing and I have had the 
opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

• I understand that participation involves sharing anonymous data collected from the IO 
Education Assessments with 1)-ate Spiva, attending PLC meetings bi-monthly and completing an 
end of study survey. 

• I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

• I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially. 



• I understand that in any report on the results of this research my identity will remain 
anonymous. No names will be collected on surveys or test results. 

• I understand that signed consent forms will be retained in a locked filing cabinet at Kate 
Spiva's home until the publication of the study. After that time, consent forms will be shredded. 

• I understand that under freedom of information legalization, I am entitled to access the consent 
form I have signed and any identifying information while it is in storage. 

• I understand that I am free to contact Kate Spiva at any time to seek further clarification and 
information. 

By signing this for, I am giving my informed consent to participate in this study. 

Printed Name ofResearch Participant __________________ 

Signature of research participant ____________ Date ______ 

I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. 

Signature ofresearcher_______________ Date ______ 
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------ ------- -- ------

Research Consent Form 

Researcher: Kate Spiva 

University: California State University San Marcos 

Description of Study: 

Over the course ofthe next three months I will be studying 6th grade mastery of fractions as measured through 
student scores on the IO Education Assessment created by Dr. Sherrill Knox and Kate Spiva. I will be 
comparing scores from Form A with scores on Form B and Form C in an effort to quantify results. 

You do not need to do anything prior to the administration or after the administration of scores. Participants will 
simply administer the quiz, remove any identifying student information and return the scores to me through the 
district brown mail. In the "From" section ofthe mail, simply write 6th grade assessments. 

Please read and acknowledge the following information regarding your role in this study. 

• !______ ___________ ____voluntarily agree to participate in this research 
study. 

• I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me in writing and I have had the opportunity to 
ask questions about the study. 

• I understand that participation involves sharing anonymous data collected from the IO Education Assessments 
with Kate Spiva. 

• I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

• I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially. 

• I understand that in any report on the results of this research my identity will remain anonymous. No names 
will be collected on test results. 

• I understand that signed consent forms will be retained in a locked filing cabinet at Kate Spiva' s home until 
the publication of the study. After that time, consent forms will be shredded. 

• I understand that under freedom of information legalization, I am entitled to access the consent form I have 
signed and any identifying information while it is in storage. 

• I understand that I am free to contact Kate Spiva at any time to seek further clarification and information. 

By signing this for, I am giving my informed consent to participate in this study. 

Printed Name ofResearch Participant _________________ _ 

Signature of research participant _ _ _ _________ Date ______ 

I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. 

Signature of researcher Date 
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Ojai USD
•10 education 

CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A 

Directions: Read the question. FIii In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your ans

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.®®©® 

Sample Item Not Available 
2.©®©® 
3.©®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.©®©® 

 Asses
CCSS
5th 

ID: 2
fi>~tl-1 

wer shee

sment 
 Math 
Grade 
02273 

r'\-

t. 



1 I
Mia had 12 pieces of gum. She gave 6 of the gum to David and 3 to Sophia. 

What fraction of the 12 pieces of gum does Mfa have left? 

0 Look at the equation. 

Which of the following equations has the same value? 

8 12 4 
B 116 + 16 = 216 

EADMS (<°> 2018 10 Education CA OJailJSD CCSS Math OS NF.A J I

All conlenl is lhe- private prope1 ly o( the copyright holders. Page I Generate

D: 202273 

d: 1/2018 



IJ"l 3 5 35 
~ Jody had 24 cups of flour. Her sister used 8 of a cup for cupcakes. Jody wrote the equation 24 = 11- 8 

to find out how much flour she had left. Which of the following is equivalent to Jody's equation? 

6 5
A 2- - - = 11 

8 8 

224 _ .1_ = 11 

B 32 32 

11 5
D ---=n

8 8 

0 Choose ALL of the equations that are correctly rewritten to show how to find the difference. 

2 1
5- - 3- - 11

3 4
A 8 3

5--3- ~ n
12 12 

2 14-- - ~ X 
5 3

B 4 3
4---=X

10 10 

4 2
6--2- =p

7 6
C 24 12

6--2-~p
42 42 

5 1
7- - 4- = y 

8 2
D 5 4

7--4-=y
8 8 

1 2
8- - 2- = t

2 3 
E 9 4

7--2-=t 
6 6 

LADMS ((1 201H JO Education C/1 OjaiUSlJ CCSS Math 05 i'IF./1 I JD: 202273 

All cont~nt is Lhc priv,1tc proµcr ty or lhc r.opyr ight holders Page 2 Generaled: l/2018 



2fsl Frank wants to run at least 26 10 miles in two days. He ran 12¾ miles the first day. 

Which distances could Frank run to complete his goal? Choose ALL that are correct . 

3
A 124 miles 

9
B 13 miles20 

1 .
D 144 miles 

0 Blake and his brother are participating In their school's food drive. Blake has collected 6½ pounds of 

food and his brother has collected 5¾ pounds of food. Their goal is to collect 14½ pounds of food by the 

end of the month. How many more pounds of food do they still need to collect to reach their goal? 

5 
A ii 

5
B 112 

c212 
5 

1
D 1212 

FADMS (cJ 201 R 10 Ectu(ation CA_O;aiUSD CCSS Math OS NF.A .I ID: 2

/\II contenl is the private properly of the copyright holders. Page 3 Generated: 

02273 

1/20le 



0 Solve. 

A 4_!_
4 

3
B 4-

4 

1
C 3-

4 

3
D 3-

4 

What is the sum? 

6
et-

9 

D 2.2_
20 

1
12-8-

4 

3 31-+-
4 5 

EADMS (<J 2018 JO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: :102273 

All conlenl is Lhe privale property of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 1/2018 



3~ I Taylor had 4 liter of water in her bottle when she started jogging. 

-

After jogging, there was ½liter left. 

How much water did Taylor drink while jogging? 

11 
A 20 liter 

B 5
2 1·1ter 

19 .
C 20 liter 

1 .
D 2 liter 

EADMS (<J 2018 JO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I ID: 202273 

AU conlenl 1s Lhe private property of the copyright holders Page S Generated: 1/201B 



1 
A total of :38 quarts of paint in 2 different colors was used up by Mr. Wolfe's art class. The paint colors 

and amounts, in quarts, that were available before art class are shown. 

Amount In Quarts 

Red Orange Blue Yellow 

Which pairs of paint colors could Mr. Wolfe's class have used? 

Choose the THREE correct answers. 

A Red and White 

B Blue and White 

C Red and Yellow 

D Green and Orange 

E Orange and Yellow 

-- -----
!:fi.Of·1S ;, ; 201 fi 10 [du1 dlitrn C,\ 01diU:>O CCS5 i·i~U1 0'..i i·;F.1\ I ID 10227] 

.1>il (orJli,1; 1 1<, 1(11.· p1,val0 f.l'U;Jul~ ui 111•_ coµyri,~ 1,t liolUc•,.., Gu.cn'.r:.-cl. 1/201?. 



•10 education Ojai USD Assessment 
CCSS Math 
5th Grade 

ID: 202274 

fu-M 8 

CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math 05 NF.A 

Directions: Read the question. FIii In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.®®©® 
2,©®©®

Sample Item Not Available 3.@®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.©®©® 



Jordan has a baseball card collection. The fraction of baseball cards that show pitchers or catchers Is 

½, The fraction of baseball cards that show outfielders is f. The rest of tt,e cards show infielders. 

Outfielders 

What fraction of Jordan's baseball card collection are cards that show Infielders? 

4 
A 15 

11arr 
C ~ 

.5 

2
D-

3 

[!J Robbie wants to complete the equation below. 

2 3 
-+-=x
3 4 

Which expression should Robbie use to solve for x? 

4 5A-+-
6 6 

2 3
C -+-4 4 

EADMS © 2018 JO EducaUon CA_OJalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I ID: 202274 
All content is the private property of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: 1/2018 



0 Nina wants to solve the equation shown below. 

5 3
6- - 3- .. ? 

6 4 

She wants to change the fractions to equal fractions with the lowest common denominator. Which 
denominator should Nina use to solve the equation above? 

A 24 

B 12 

C 8 

D 4 

Martina's mom works in a health club. She teaches a fitness class every morning. The class includes ¾ 
1 

hour of exercises and 6 hour of stretching. What is the total length of the class? 

11 
A 12 hour 

2 
B 3 hour 

5 
C 6 hour 

4 
D To hour 

Dina went for a run and then a bike ride. She completed a total distance of 12 miles. She rode the bike 
1

a distance of 84 miles. What distance did Dina run? 

A 4¾ miles 

B 3¾ miles 

1 
C 44 miles 

1
D 34 miles 

EADMS (<J 2018 IO Education C/\__OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD; 202274 

All content is Lhe private properly or the copyright holders. Page 2 Generated: J/2018 



[!J Look at the equation below. 

1 2
1- + - =?

4 3 

Which of these correctly use equivalent fractions to solve the equation? 

Choose the THREE correct answers. 

10 4 
A -+-=?8 8 . 

~ _!__?
B 12 + 12 - . 

l2J Robyn had 1¼ yards of ribbon. She used f yard of ribbon to wrap her mother's birthday present. How 

much ribbon is left? 

3 
A 8 yard 

1 
B 2 yard 

3 
C 4 yard 

5 
D 8 yard 

EAOMS rtJ 20 LB 10 Education C/\_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JO: 20227~ 

All contcnl is the prlvale pr ope, ty of the copyright holders, Paye 3 Generated: 1/2018 



0 Look at the equation shown. 

1 3
1-+3- • n

6 4 

Which equation has the same value as the given equation? 

6 6
A 1-+3- • n

8 8 

Mr. Lane made 2 pans of brownies for a bake sale. One pan of brownies contains nuts and one pan 
. , 2 1 

does not contain nuts. At the end of the bake sale, Mr. Lane has 3 of the brqwnies with nuts and 2 of 

the plain brownies left over. 

8.rown_les:-wlthoufNuts 

Which equation shows how much more of the brownies with nuts Is left over? 

2 1 1
A3-2=2 

2 1 1B---=-
3 2 3 

2 1 1 
C3-2'"5 

2 1 1 
D3-2'"6 

EADMS © 2018 JO Education CA_OJalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: 202274 

All content is the private property of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 1/2018 



~I The fifth grade students are making a balloon rocket for the science fair. They need a piece of heavy 
string to tie between two posts. The exact length needed for the string is shown in the diagram below. 

15 ! feet 

The students have a spool of string. After they cut the piece they need, there will be between 3 and 6 
feet of string left on the spool. 

How long is the original spool of string? Choose ALL that are correct. 

1
A 188 ft 

B 1sf ft 

C 20½ ft 

D ~u¼ ft 
1

E 21 2 ft 

EADMS (cJ 2018 JO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A J JD: 202274 

All content Is the private property or the copyright l1olders. Page 5 Generated: 1/2018 



Ojai USO Assessment 
•10 education 

CCSS Math 
5th Grade 

ID: 202275 
n>\"fV'\ c.,... 

CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math 05 NF.A 

Directions: Read the question. FIii in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.©®©® 
2.©®©®

Sample Item Not Available 3.©®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.®®©® 



5 1 
Dylan and Suzy shared part of a large pancake. Dylan ate 12 of the pancake, Suzy ate 4 of the 

pancake, and some of the pancake was left over. 

How much more of the pancake did Dylan eat than Suzy? Express the answer In simplest form. 

2 
A 3 

1 
B 6 

3 
C 8 

0 Simplify. 

29
A-

60 

2 
8 3 

7 
C 27 

7 
D 60 

EADMS © 20 lB 10 ~ducation CA_OjalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: 202275 

All contenl is Lhe private property of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: l/2018 



3 
Mr. Jordan started his trip home with 4 of a tank of gas. 

' 

I 

1
When he arrived home, he had 8 of a tank o.f gas. 

How much gas did he use during his trip? 

1
A 8 of the tank 

5
B 8 of the tank 

1 
C 2 of the tank 

1 
D 4 of the tank 

EADMS (c) 2018 JO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math OS NF.A I JD: 202275 

All content Is the private property or the copyright holders, Poge 2 Generated: 1/2018 



0 Jerry wants to solve the equation shown below . 

3 4
5-+2- =?

4 5 

He wants to replace the fractions with equivalent fractions that have the same denominator. What is 
the smallest denominator Jerry can use? Explain how to find that denominator. 

0 Which expression is equivalent to 3 + ¾- ½? 

3 3 1 
A 8+8-8 

3 3 4 
B 8+&-8 

32 3 4
D ---+-

8 8 8 

EAOMS {i:.) /.018 10 Education CA OjaiUSD CC55 Math 05 NF.A J ID: 202275 

All cont~nl is lhe private property or lhe copyright holders. Page 3 Generated 1/20 lE 



~ ~ J I . I
Last week, Tanya babysat for a total of 1112 hours. This week, she babysat for 64 hours. She wants to 

find the total time, in hours, that she babysat for the 2 weeks. Which fractions show the total time in 
hours? Choose all that are correct. 

A 1716 
2 

hours 

B 176 
1 

hours 

2 
C 176 hours 

D 1712 
5 

hours 

1 
E 173 hours 

0 Robbie wants to complete the equation below. 

2 3 
-+-=x
3 4 

Which expression should Robbie use to solve for x? 

4 5
A-+-

6 6 

2 3 
C 4+4 

12 15 
D 18 + 18 

EADMS (cJ 2018 10 Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I ID: 202275 
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I 7 
Robyn had 14 quarts of milk in a bottle. She used 8 quart of milk to make some milkshakes. How much 

milk is left? 

3 
A 8 quart 

I 
B 2 quart 

3 
C 4 quart 

5
D 8 quart 

2 
One weekend, Paco's dad decided he wanted to complete at least 2610 miles, the distance of a 

marathon, by running and walking. He began by walking 12¾ miles. 

Which distances could Paco's dad run to complete his goal? Choose all that are correct. 

A 124 
3 

miles 

9 
B 13 miles20 

3 .
1310 miles

C 

9 .
D 1310 miles 

1 .
E 144 miles 

EADMS ((• :.,018 10 Fd11cation CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math OS NF.A I ID: 202275 
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~ Anna has a roll of tape. She cut off a piece of tape that was 15¼ inches long. Now there are between 3 

and 6 inches of tape left on the roll. 

Which amounts could be the length of tape Anna started with? Choose ALL that are correct. 

A 188 
1 . 

inches 

7 
188 inches

8 

1 
C 203 inches 

1 
D 21 4 inches 

1 
E 21 2 inches 

F.AD/\1S I!) 20 l H 10 F<.lucation CA_OjaiUSD CC55 Math OS NF.A/ ID: 202275 

All c:onlenl is tl1c private property or lhe copynghl hnldP.rS Page 6 Gcri-.:rated. 1/2018 
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• 
Ojai USO Assessment10 education 

CCSS Math 
6th Grade 

ID: 202279 

CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A 

Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.©®©® 

Sample Item Not Available 
2.©®©® 
3,©®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.©®©® 



C!:J Which value of x makes this equation true? 

3 
A 10 

10
B-

3 

c~
32 

32 
D IT 

[!J Use the fraction model to help you answer this question. 

10 [. 1 

9 I 1 l I I I . I I I I 
!- I________.__.......____..____ 

. 9 1
What 1s -+-?10 5 

4
B 1-

5 

1D 4-
2 

EADMS © 2018 TO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I ID: 202279 
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j 5 I Choose the TWO questions that can be answered by determining the value of 1¾+ i· 

A Katie painted her bedroom in 1} hours. She took a ½-hour break to finish her h~mework. How long 
did Katie spend painting her bedroom? 

B Aaron has 1 ¾grams of sugar he is using to fill ~ gram packets. How many packets can he fill? 

C Andrew walked if miles. This is½ the distance he walked yesterday. What is the distance, in 
miles, that he walked yesterday? 

D Joanna had 1} slices of pizza for lunch. She ate another½ slice at snacktime. How much pizza did 
Joanna eat? 

30 Sam bought a f foot piece of wood to make some small boxes to hold his insect collection. He used 16 
foot of wood for each box. Which equation can be used to find how many boxes Sam made? 

A 2-x2.=Q
16 8 

EADMS © 2018 ro Education CA__OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I JD: 202279 
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3
Alyssa is preparing to distribute paint to the students in her art class. She has 4 cup of yellow paint 

that she wants to put into ½-cup containers. Which equation and its answer shows how many½ -cup 

containers of yellow paint she can make? 

3 1
-+-=p

A 4 8 
p =6 

0 Use the fraction models to help you answer the question. 

6 
8 

2 
8 

6 2 
Margo had 8 of a whole pizza left over from last night's dinner. She ate 8 of the pizza for lunch. What 

fractional part of the leftover pizza did Margo eat for lunch? 

C 4 

1
D-

8 

EADMS © 2016 TO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I ID: 202279 
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----

- ---

I9 Isabella ran laps around the park. She ran a total of 1¾miles. Each lap is ¼mile. Which equation canJ 

Isabella use to find out how many laps she ran? 

1 3 1
A -+1-=-

4 4 7 

B 1I+.!.=7
4 4 

c1I_.!.=1.!..
4 4 2 

3 1
D 1-+-=-2

4 4 

Julia needs to make a box in the shape of a rectangular prism with a height of 3 inches and a 
volume of 243 cubic inches. The dimensions, in inches, must be whole numbers greater than 1. 

Julia claims that the length and width of the box must be equal. 

What dimensions would support Julia's claim about the length and width of the box? Enter your 
answer in the boxes labeled Part A. 

What dimensions would not support Julia's claim about the length and width of the box? Enter 
your answer in the boxes labeled Part B. 

Part A Length 

Part A Width 

Part B Length ____ 

Parts Width 

EADMS @ 2018 JO Education CA_ Oja,USD CCSS Math OG Number Systems Form A I ID: 202279 
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Ojai USD Assessment 
•10 education 

CCSS Math 
6th Grade 

ID: 202280 

CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form B 

Directions: Read the question. Fill In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.©®©® 
2.©®©® 

Sample Item Not Available 3.©®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.©®©® 



0 

0 What is the quotient ofl½ and}? 

3 
A 20 

4 
B 15 

C 3~ 
4 

D 6~ 
3 

Solve. 

~+.!.=D
3 6 

1 
A 9 

B 1 

C 4 

D 9 

[!J Which word problem can be solved by the equation below? 

3 1-+- =D
4 6 

I 1 J 
A Radha has 6 cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses 4 cup of flour for each muffin. How 

many muffins can Radha make? 

3 1 .
Radha has 4 cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses 6 cup of flour for each muffin. How 8 
many muffins can Radha make? 

1 3 
C Radha has 6 cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She buys another 4 cup of flour to make 

cookies. How many cups of flour does Radha have now? 

3 1
Radha has 4 cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses 6 cup of the flour to make0 
cupcakes. How many cups of flour does Radha have now? 

EADMS@ 2018 10 Education CA_OJaiUSO CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form B I lD: 202280 
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2 1
JoAnn has 3 of an hour in which to do her math homework. It takes her 12 hour to do each math 

problem. How many problems can JoAnn complete in f of an hour? 

A 24 problems 

B 5 problems 

C 9 problems 

D 8 problems 

Kristin bakes a chocolate cake. After a few days, half of the cake has been eaten. Kristin wants to 
split what Is left of the cake equally among 4 people. 

Which of these equations and/or visual models can be used to represent the part of the original cake 
that each person will receive? Choose ALL that are correct. 

1
B -+4•x

2 

0 IIIIIIIII 
EI I I I I 

EADMS © 2018 10 Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math, 06 Number Systems Form ll I ID: 202280 
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0 Four people are sharing½ of a candy bar. Which visual model correctly represents this situation? 

A 1111111111111 

a I I I I I 
1 I I I I I 

c2 / I I I I 
3 

1 l I I I 

1 I I I I 
2 I I I I 

D 

3 I I I I 
1 I I I 

EADMS © 2018 JO Educetioo CA_OjalUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Sy5tems Form B I JO: 202280 
All content Is the private p1operty of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 2/2018 
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I8 Carlotta has¾ of a bag of dog food. She gives her dog¾ of the bag at each feeding. How manyJ 

feedings are left in the bag of dog food? 

1
B -

3 

C 3 

D 4 

2 . 1 
JoAnn has 3 of an hour in which to do her math homework. It takes her 12 hour to do each math 

2
problem. How many problems can JoAnn complete in 3 of an hour? 

A 5 problems 

B 8 problems 

C 9 problems 

D 24 problems 

10 When the gasoline tank in Wiley's car is full. It holds 12 gallons of gasoline. Which is closest to the amount ofgasoline in the 
tank? 

Empty 

A 5 gallons 

B 6 gallons 

C 7 gallons 

D 10 gallons 

EADMS © 2018 JO Education CA....OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form B I ID: 202280 
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• 
Ojai USD Assessment10 education 

CCSS Math 
6th Grade 

ID: 202281 

CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form C 

Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 

Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 

1.®®©® 
2.©®©® 

Sample Item Not Available 3.®®©® 
4.©®©® 
s.©®©® 



0 

[!J Which value of x makes this equation true? 

8 4
-+-=x 
3 5 

Aw3 

10 
B 3 

15 
C 32 

32
D15 

Solve. 

I+! =D
3 6 

1 
-

A 9 

B 1 

C 4 

D 9 

1 1 
A dirt bike race was 22 miles long. Eddie rode in the race at an average speed of 4 mile per minute. 

Eddie wrote the equation below. 

1 1 
X = 2-+-

2 4 

What does Eddie find out when he solves his equation? 

A He rode a total of 10 miles. 

B He rode a total of 20 miles. 

C He completed the race in 10 minutes. 

D He completed the race in 20 minutes. 

EADMS © 2018 IO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form C I JD: 202281 
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A pilot is trying to find the width of a rectangular field. His copilot knows that the length of the field is 
3 1 
4 mile and the area is 2 square mile. What is the width of the field? 

3 
A 8 mile 

1 
B 12 miles 

2 
C 3 mile 

1 
D 4 mile 

Kristin bakes a chocolate cake. After a few days, half of the cake has been eaten. Kristin wants to 
split what is left of the cake equally among 4 people. 

Which of these equations and/or visual models can be used to represent the part of the original cake 
that each person will receive? Choose ALL that are correct. 

l 
A -+4=x 

2 

B I 
C 

l 1
D 2x4,=x 

1 1 
E 2-;-4=x 
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- -

2 1 
Jana has 3 cup of white cake frosting that she is putting into 6 -cup containers to make different 

frosting colors. Which can be used to represent the amount of cake frosting Jana uses and the number 
1 

of 6 -cup containers of frosting she can make? Select ALL that apply. 

A 

B 

C 

--aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiali___ 
__llllliiiiiiiiii______D 

E 
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'77 
~ 

1 3
Jake buys 42 pounds of flour. He wants to put the flour into bins. He plans to put 4 pound of flour in 

each bin. Which equation shows how to find the number of bins Jake needs to hold all of the flour? 

A 
1 3 1

4-+- = 5-
2 4 3 

3 1 1 
A neighborhood garden is 4 acre in size. It is divided into plots that are each 8 acre. How many 8 -
acre plots are there in the neighborhood garden? Use the models below to help you. 

1 
;a 

I' I .l l. I I I 
A 1 

B 4 

C 6 

D 7 
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2 1 
Kia used this fraction model to help her find the quotient of 3 + 6 . 

1.· 
·· ...3 

l 1 
6 6 

2 1 
What is the quotient of 3 + 6 ? 

1
A-

3 

B 4 

C 2 

1
D-

6 

3 
About 4 of the population of a country owns a car. What is the total population of the country, if there are about 300,000,000 

people with cars? 

A 500,000,000 

B 400,000,000 

C 1,200,000,000 

D 300,000,000 
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Appendix E: Fifth Grade PLC Norms and Notes 



Professional Leaming Community 
5th Grade Team 

Fundamental purpose of the school/district is to ensure that ALL students learn at high levels 

The adults in the organization must also be continually learning 

Educators must work collaboratively and take collective responsibility for the success of each 
student 

Educators work collaboratively in recurring cycles of collective inquiry and action research to 
achieve better results for the students they serve 

Collaborative Teams are the building blocks ofa PLC 

Here is what Collaborative Teams Do: 
• Identify Essential Standards 
• Create Formative Assessments 
• Evaluate their "effect" on student learning 
• Use the expertise of the team to develop strategies for student improvement 
• Establish a viable and guaranteed curriculum 

Four Questions Drive PLC Work: 
1. What is it we want our students to know and be able to do? 
2. How will we know if each student has learned it? 
3. How will we respond when some students do not learn it? 
4. How will we extend the learning for students who have demonstrated proficiency? 

5th Grade Norms 

1. Be vulnerable 
2. Be okay with failure 
3. Frequently meet 
4. Trust one another 
5. Respect one another 
6. Bring materials and copies for each other 

Notes from meeting on 2/28/2018 

• Important things to cover with students: test language i.e. specific vocabulary used in the 
test, make sure to have students follow the steps of the problems - important to have 
them thoroughly read through and understand all steps of the problem, teach kids how to 
annotate the test to identify important parts. 



Notes from meeting on 4125/18 
• interim assessments aren't as challenging as the assessment that was created 
• some of the teachers are using their time and energy right now for SBAC 
• still difficult to read data - talked about how to utilize the drop down menu - student 

performance - reports are difficult to navigate 
• online test - students tend to click on answer rather than work it out 
• student may not be retaining 
• Zeam - higher level thinking (several using this program and love it) 
• the assessment is good practice but may be harder than SBAC 
• did use the assessments as teaching tool - students see their score and then went back 

to see what they did 
• do these tests have a spanish version? 
• one teacher talked with class and they analyzed how many skills are being used to solve 

one problem 
• one teacher is now sending home word problem math as homework 
• tape diagrams on Zearn are helping with word problems 
• 2 years worth of released questions from SBAC are great for review 
• Talked about developing a pacing guide by topic, and then figuring out what resource 

best covers that topic. Then the assessments can align with topics covered. This might 
be a good focus for next year. 

Some resources people shared out that they like: 
Test Mate (from TPT) writing program 
Common Core Standards Book (MM) Kimari will send a pie to Sherrill of the cover 
Ed Galaxy - test prep 
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Appendix F: Fifth Grade PLC Survey 



Professional Learning Community Survey 
By completing this survey, you acknowledge that you have read the consent form for Kate Spiva's 
research study and give your informed consent. 
This survey is anonymous. No identifying information will be collected or used within this study. 
You have the right to decline answer to any question. 
Thank you for completing this survey in an honest and thoughtful manner. 

Likert Survey Questions 
Please rank your experience from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 

1. We have an agreed-upon set of meeting norms in our PLC team (for example, expectations for 
participant behaviors during meetings). 
Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

Q Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

2. We follow our meeting norms consistently at PLC meetings. 

Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

CJ Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

3. Our norms help us to have productive, effective conversations. 
Mark only one oval. 

Strongly Agree 0 
C) Agree 

C) Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 0 

4. We have clear tasks to perform at our PLC meetings. 
Mark only one oval. 

L1 Strongly Agree 

C) Agree 

Disagree0 
CJ Strongly Disagree 



5. Our tasks relate directly to student learning goals. 
Marie only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

( ) Strongly Disagree 

6. Our tasks are determined by consensus among our team members. 
Marie only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

0 Agree 

0 Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

7. A large majority of our PLC time (80 percent or more) is spent on tasks related to student 
learning goals. 
Marie only one oval. 

L) Strongly Agree 

Agree0 
Disagree0 
Strongly Disagree 0 

8. During PLC conversations, team members sometimes disagree about Ideas or practices. 

Mark only one oval. 

L ') Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

Q Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

9. When team members disagree about ideas or practices, we tend to discuss those 
disagreements In depth. 
Mark only one oval. 

C Strongly Agree 

C> Agree 

O Disagree 

Q Strongly Disagree 



10. When I disagree with something a member of my PLC has said, I almost always voice that 
disagreement. 
Mark only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

Q Agree 

O 
n 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

11. Within PLC meetings, we try to avoid emotionally charged or difficult topics or conversations. 
Mark only one oval. 

O Strongly Agree 

Q Agree 

O Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

12. I feel a strong sense of attachment to my team. 
Mark only one oval. 

O Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

Q Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

13. If we were given the option of no longer meeting as a PLC, I would still want to continue the 
meetings. 

Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

Q Agree 

Q Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

14. I have improved as a classroom teacher as a resuH of the conversations and work we have 
done in our PLC. 
Mark only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

C) Disagree 

C) Strongly Disagree 



15. I have made changes to my teaching practices as a result of the work that we have done as a 
PLC. 
Mark only one oval. 

C ) Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

Q Strongly Disagree 

16. I am seeing a positive Impact on student achievement as measured by my own assessments. 
Mark only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

L) Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

17. I believe examining data as a reflection of my own teaching, helped me to Improve my 
practices. 
Mark only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

Q Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

18. My PLC team has worked to define the most Important student learning goals in our content 
areas. 

Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

19. If you were to ask each of the members of my PLC team to list the most important student 
learning goals In our content areas Independently, we would all come up with nearly Identical 
lists. 
Mark only one oval. 

LJ Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

Q Disagree 

C ) Strongly Disagree 



20. I could explain to a parent, in simple language, the most important grade level learning goals 
for his or her child in the content areas I teach. 
Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

Q Agree 

CJ Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

21. I adjust the instructional practices in my classroom based on my students' performance on 
common assessments. 
Mark only one oval. 

O Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

22. As a PLC team, we regularly (at least monthly) make adjustments to our instructional 
practices across all classrooms based on students'performance on common assessments 
Mark only one oval. 

O Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

LJ Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

23. Over the course of this term, I have implemented numerous academic interventions in my 
classroom for struggling students. 
Marl< only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

24. As an individual teacher, I regularly think about how my specific instructional practices affect 
student learning and how changes in my instructional practices might lead to changes in 
student learning. 
Marl< only one oval. 

Q Strongly Agree 

O Agree 

O Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 



25. As a PLC team, we regularty discuss how our specific instructional practices affect student 
learning and how changes In our instructional practices might lead to changes In student 
learning. 
Mark only one oval. 

0 Strongly Agree 

0 Agree

(~ Disagree 

0 Strongly Disagree 

Short Answer 
Please describe your experience with the PLC you have participated in. 

26. What aspects of the PLC, If any, have been the 
most beneficial to you as a teacher? 

27. What aspects of the PLC, if any, have been the least beneficial to you as a teacher? 

28. What changes would you recommend to the leadership team to improve the PLC process? 

29. Please describe the effect, or lack thereof, of the this PLC on student achievement. 

Powered by 

Google Forms 
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	Chapter One: Introduction 
	An all too common theme in school districts is that students are not reaching their full potential. As educators and educational leaders, it is imperative that we seek strategies to support student achievement. Through this study, I used the work ofJohn Hattie and other leading educational researchers to guide my exploration into effective methods of supporting students within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD). WSUSD is a pseudonym. 
	Researchers over the past several decades have proposed theories as to best practices for educators to enhance student achievement. Two practices that stand out to me are data-driven instruction and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). 
	Professional Learning Communities (PLCs ), by design, promote teacher collaboration and growth. They help educators overcome the isolated, fragmented environments that have become our schools. 
	Data-driven instruction has ebbed and waned as a tool for improving student achievement. Currently, California uses Local Control Formula Funding and Local Control Accountability Plans to support student achievement. Both use scores from the California Assessment ofStudent Performance and Progress (CAASPP) as one measure ofstudent achievement. As educators, we have the ability to use this data to target the greatest areas of student need and support achievement. When used appropriately at a classroom, schoo
	Through this study I seek to explore the effect ofcombining PLCs with data-driven instruction to answer the following question: 
	• What effects will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning community have on fifth grade student achievement, as measured by monthly summative math assessments? 
	Purpose of Study 
	In WSUSD only forty-five percent ofstudents met or exceeded the ELA standards as assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, thirty-five percent, met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter Balanced Assessment, 2017); As ifthese results were not discouraging enough, there was a large achievement gap that occurred between all marginalized groups including English language learners, students with disabilities, socioeconomically disadvantaged students a
	Through this case study, I explored past and current data to explore the efficacy ofour current program and provide research based methods to support improved student achievement for all students. This study added to current research by showing the correlation between datadriven PLCs and student achievement. 
	Preview Literature 
	In this project I focused heavily on the work ofJohn Hattie. Through decades ofresearch, Hattie (2005) has detailed what aspects ofteaching education have the greatest effect sizes on student achievement. I was particularly drawn to what he calls "Visible Learning Communities." In chapter two I will discuss these communities and how the use ofthem is further supported by the work ofother researchers. I also heavily explored the work ofRichard Du.Four, Robert Marzano Linda Darling Hammond and Paul Bambrick-S
	Through my literature review, I addressed three themes: 
	1} Current research suggests a measurable increase in student achievement when professional learning communities (PLCs) are used. Certain strategies help ensure that the PLCs are meaningful for teachers and ultimately for students. 
	2) Many researchers are stressing the importance of using data to direct the course of instruction. This is known as data-driven instruction. In order to know what areas are in need ofgrowth or improvement, one must have a starting set ofdata and data points throughout interventions to ensure student achievement. 
	3) While data-driven instruction seems to hold promise, there are pitfalls. It is imperative to use data-driven instruction appropriately and with care as to avoid negatively impacting student achievement. 
	Preview Methodology 
	This study uses a combination ofquantitative and qualitative methods to establish a correlation between PLCs using data-driven instruction and improved student achievement. Together, a pattern emerges as to the effectiveness ofthis model and to ways ofimproving it. 
	This study utilizes a control group (6grade) and an experi.mentaJ group(5grade); The fifth grade teachers participated in a PLC in which benchmark tests were examined and best practices for teaching the concepts were explored. The sixth grade team did not participate in these PLCs. However, benchmark assessments were given to both sets ofstudents. Over the course oftwo months, the fifth grade team participated in six PLC meetings and three benchmark assessments were given. The benchmark assessments both inv
	th 
	th 

	I used the initial and final assessments to measure the growth at each grade level. I then used a T-Test to evaluate the statistical significance ofthe difference in scores. 
	At the end ofthe PLC meetings, a Likert style survey was administered to the fifth grade team members. This survey measured the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLCs and shed insight into the best practices for PLCs moving forward. 
	Lastly, to provide a well rounded view ofthe PLCs and method in which they were conducted, a series ofopen-ended questions were used. As only five teachers were involved, I included all commentary and explored how my data supported each insight. 
	I believe this to be a well rounded study. As John Hattie (2005) notes; almost everything we do as educators has an impact on student achievement. While it is nearly impossible to isolate each factor, I have made a concerted effort to triangulate the effect ofPLCs on student achievement using mixed methods. 
	Significance of Study 
	This research helps establish a model for the use ofdata-driven PLCs to positively impact student achievement. Failure is not an option. In a time when students are being prepared to be engaged in a global community, we cannot continue to stand idly by and hope our students learn. Instead, we need to look at ways ofimproving our own practices to support student achievement. 
	This research effectively combines the work ofmultiple education researchers and creates a model for school districts seeking to improve student achievement. While research often looks at factors in isolation, this study creates an authentic model combing the most effective strategies. Not only does the research within this study benefit the students ofWSUSD as we continue to improve our student outcomes, it establishes a blueprint for other districts to 
	replicate the process and tailor it to their specific needs. 
	Conclusion 
	We must ensure student achievement at all levels. The PLC model in this study forces teachers to evaluate their own practice and collaborate with peers. Teachers must be part ofa collaborative team that shares a common vision for the achievement oftheir students (Feger & Arruda, 2008). 
	The following chapters will explore the research behind this model as well as explore my methodologies and collection ofdata. This thesis will explain the effect ofa district-wide, datadriven, fifth grade professional learning community on fifth grade student achievement. 
	Definitions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) -State academic testing program that replaced the Standardized Testing and Reporting, or STAR Program 

	• 
	• 
	Data-Driven instruction-A systematic approach to improving student learning throughout the year using assessments, analysis and action steps 

	• 
	• 
	Local Control Accountability Plan {LCAP}-A three-year, district-level plan that is updated annually. The plan describes the school district's key goals for students as well as the specific actions (with expenditures) the district will take to achieve the goals and the means (metrics) used to measure progress 

	• 
	• 
	Local Control Formula Funding (LCFF) -Legislation that dictates how local educational agencies (LEAs) in the state are funded, how they are measured for results, and the services and supports they receive 

	• 
	• 
	No Child Left Behind (NCLB) -A law enacted in 2001 by the United States federal government designed to ensure that schools across the nation create and maintain student 


	proficiency in reading and mathematics 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Professfonal Leaming Community (PLC) -A professional learning community is made up of team members who regularly collaborate toward continued improvement in meeting learner needs through a shared curricular-focused vision 

	• 
	• 
	Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) -A public agency that created the online assessment system through which CAASPP is administered 

	• 
	• 
	Title I-Federal money allocated to low socioeconomic students for their academic and social progress. 


	Chapter Two: Literature Review 
	In WSUSD only forty-five percent ofstudents met or exceeded the ELA standards as assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, thirty-five percent, met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter Balanced Assessment, 201 7). The question asked within our district asked by administrators and teachers alike is: how do we improve student achievement? 
	In this project I focused on the work ofJohn Hattie. Through decades ofresearch in various countries and continents, Hattie details the correlation ofa variety offactors on student achievement. Hattie coined the term "Visible Leaming Communities" to describe a type of professional development that focuses on enhancing the role ofteachers as evaluators oftheir own teaching. I will use the work ofJohn Hattie as the cornerstone for my research. My research question is as follows: 
	• What effects will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning community have on fifth grade student achievement, as measured by monthly summative math assessments? Through this literature review, I will address three themes: 
	1) Current research suggests a measurable increase in student achievement when professional learning communities (PLCs) are used. Certain strategies help ensure that the PLCs are meaningful for teachers and ultimately for students. 
	2) Many researchers are stressing the importance ofusing data to direct the course of instruction. This is known as data-driven instruction. In order to know what areas are in need of growth or improvement, one must have a starting set ofdata and data points throughout interventions to ensure student achievement. 
	3) While data-driven instruction seems to hold promise, there are pitfalls. It is imperative to use data-driven instruction appropriately and with care as to avoid negatively impacting student achievement. 
	One theme that I will not explore is that ofprofessional learning communities not being effective. I have excluded this topic as I have found little research to support the idea that professional learning communities negatively affect student achievement. I will, however, discuss the need for the effective use ofprofessional learning communities. 
	At a time when many districts are facing equally low levels ofstudent achievement, we must look at new and meaningful methods ofsupporting our students. In education, trends are cyclical and often fleeting. It is ofthe utmost importance that we look at a variety offactors that are known to improve student achievement and find ways ofcombining them to maximize their effectiveness. I believe the research and work ofthe authors contained in this review to be valuable in helping to extract the necessary tools f
	Creating Professional Learning Communities to Bolster Student Achievement 
	It is nearly impossible to conduct research on education without running across the name 
	I 
	John Hattie. John Hattie conducts meta-analysis and creates models for teaching and learning. He continually adds to his list offactors affecting student achievement. In an updated list for 2017, Hattie lists 250 factors that influence students. The factors on the list are the result of meta-analysis ofdecades ofquantitative research. The effect size ranges from -0.9 to 1.68. Negative numbers have a negative impact on student achievement and positive numbers have a positive impact on student achievement. Fo
	John Hattie. John Hattie conducts meta-analysis and creates models for teaching and learning. He continually adds to his list offactors affecting student achievement. In an updated list for 2017, Hattie lists 250 factors that influence students. The factors on the list are the result of meta-analysis ofdecades ofquantitative research. The effect size ranges from -0.9 to 1.68. Negative numbers have a negative impact on student achievement and positive numbers have a positive impact on student achievement. Fo
	necessary to do so, but are less significant (Killian, 2017). Hattie states that virtually everything educators do enhances student achievement. With so many factors affecting student achievement, it is important that educators focus on the most significant one. He argues that wasting valuable time on less significant factors actually negatively impacts student achievement. He explains that anything less than a 0.4 should not be addressed (Hattie, 2005). An effect of 1.0 and above is very significant. All b

	0.4 or higher, 84 ofthem directly related to the teacher (Killian, 2017). 
	The research is quite clear and, in some ways, unsurprising. It tells us that teachers have a significant influence on student achievement and that administration has a duty to support teachers in their growth. It is imperative to look at teachers as our biggest asset in supporting student achievement. The question becomes, "How?" 
	While there are many great studies, books, workshops, and teaching methodologies, it is not feasible, realistic or practical to have teachers sit through seminar after seminar to learn every strategy via lecture. In fact, when we look at the work ofHattie and student achievement, we see that discussion, evaluation and reflection, feedback and problem solving are all effects greater than 0.6. When one takes the important step ofseeing teachers as learners and not as gatekeepers ofinformation, the need for co
	While the act ofteachers working collaboratively to support student learning is not a new phenomenon, the term professional learning community came into existence in the 1990's. One ofthe early pioneers ofthe term was Richard DuFour. DuFour, now deceased, was a leading 
	While the act ofteachers working collaboratively to support student learning is not a new phenomenon, the term professional learning community came into existence in the 1990's. One ofthe early pioneers ofthe term was Richard DuFour. DuFour, now deceased, was a leading 
	educational researcher, influential educator, thought leader, and writer, who was the leading voice on using professional learning communities to drive teacher and student learning in schools. DuFour (2004) states, "The powerful collaboration that characterizes professional learning communities is a systematic process in which teachers work together to analyze and improve their classroom practice. Teachers work in teams, engaging in an ongoing cycle of questions that promote deep team learning. This process

	DuFour notes there are three key components to professional learning communities: ensuring that all students learn, creating a culture ofcollaboration and focusing on the results. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Ensuring That Students Learn -Many schools proclaim thp.t they work to ensure that all students are successful. However, DuFour notes that many do not actually make sure this happens at all. Instead, we see schools that allow students to fail, provide remediation instead ofintervention and address the needs only of either the students who do understand the material or those who do not. What he states we instead need to focus on is truly looking at the individual successes and needs ofour students and provid

	o 
	o 
	o 
	What do we want each student to learn? 

	o 
	o 
	How will we know when each student has learned it? 

	o 
	o 
	How will we respond when a student experiences difficulty in learning? 



	• 
	• 
	Creating a Culture of Collaboration-DuFour makes it clear that working in isolation will not promote student growth. For administrators, it is imperative that barriers stopping teachers from collaborating are tom down. He states that the expectation that districts have about their teachers can be unrealistic when it comes to teaching curriculum. Teachers should not be handed curriculum and it be assumed that students will all have full and equal access to it. Teachers need people to discuss their successes 

	• 
	• 
	Focus on the Results-Data must be collected along the way and progress should be measured. DuFour argues that it is important for people in PLCs to actively be looking at ways to improve. They should be using that data to determine what areas students need support and providing it immediately so that students do not fall farther behind. 


	Robert Marzano, Brian McNulty and Tim Waters began collecting data before PLCs were in vogue. They have collected data from thirty years ofeducation research. Though, not directly using the term "professional learning community" in their article entitled "Balanced Leadership: What 30 Years ofResearch Tells Us about the Effect ofLeadership on Student Achievement," they describe the collaboration that must happen in order for students to be successful. Like Hattie; Marzano, McNulty and Waters agree that teach
	Robert Marzano, Brian McNulty and Tim Waters began collecting data before PLCs were in vogue. They have collected data from thirty years ofeducation research. Though, not directly using the term "professional learning community" in their article entitled "Balanced Leadership: What 30 Years ofResearch Tells Us about the Effect ofLeadership on Student Achievement," they describe the collaboration that must happen in order for students to be successful. Like Hattie; Marzano, McNulty and Waters agree that teach
	shared vision and understanding ofpurpose. These qualities directly correlate to DuFour's vision ofPLCs. Dufour and Marzano (2011) stress the significance ofworking in teams, not merely groups. They note, "In the absence ofinterdependence, one or more common goals, and mutual accountability, a group cannot be a team" (p. 70). 

	Linda Darling-Hammond and Milbrey McLaughlin, both well respected educational researches and professors at Stanford University, have gone so far as to say that PLCs are the vessel through which professional development should occur. Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (2003) state, "District (or local authority) leadership must encourage and sustain schools as reflective communities and provide the necessary resources" (para 6). They note that teachers need blocks oftime to share what they know, ask questions ab
	Claude Goldenberg is a Stanford professor and Learning Forward's Best Research Award for his studies on examining the impact ofprofessional learning communities on student achievement and teacher instruction. In 2009 Goldenberg teamed up with Ronald Gilmore from the UCLA LessonLab and Bradley Ermeling and William Saunders from Pearson to determine the best practices for PLCs. Gilmore, et al, (2009) state, 
	Stable settings, job-alike teams, peer facilitators, and protocols create intensive, focused 
	opportunities to experiment with aspects ofpractice that move the learning ofteaching 
	closer to practice. They nurture the assumption more productive ofprofessional learning 
	and continuous improvement that "you haven't taught until they've learned. (p. 18) 
	The research is clear: in order for students to succeed, teachers must put themselves in the role ofthe learner, collaborator and conlributor in an effort to continually improve their own 
	The research is clear: in order for students to succeed, teachers must put themselves in the role ofthe learner, collaborator and conlributor in an effort to continually improve their own 
	practice. The focus cannot be on just teaching, but rather learning how to help every student learn. 

	Positive Effects ofData-Driven Instruction on Student Achievement 
	A key theme that continues to arise in many ofthe researchers' works is the need to focus on data in order to plan and make immediate decisions. DuFour (2012) states that teachers must be "hungry for evidence of student learning and use that evidence to drive continuous improvement ofthe PLC process" (p. 4). This evidence shapes the very nature ofwhat teachers teach and how they teach it. 
	John Hattie (2005) writes, "It is most common to locate students in groups (i.e., classrooms) critically influenced by the teacher. Indeed, my theme is that ifwe form the accountability model around providing teachers with excellent diagnostic and formative evidence, we have not only an excellent model but one that influences teaching and learning" (p. 4). Ofcourse, Hattie backs this up with statistical data in his list offactors that influence student achievement. In his meta-analysis, Hattie states teache
	Sadly, much ofthe news out ofthe United States in regards to student achievement is discouraging. Test scores are not showing a steady progression in comparison with other nations according to measures such as the National Assessment ofEducational Progress, the International Assessment ofEducational Progress and the International Evaluation of Achievement. In WSUSD, schools have consistently received poor test scores following the implementation ofthe SBAC. These scores have discouraged the district adminis
	Over the past three years, WSUSD has adopted new math and language arts curriculum. At a recent board meeting, board members questioned why scores were not improving despite the hefty financial investment in new curriculum. While Hattie notes that curricula is a significant factor ( effect ranges from 0.45 to 0.59), they are far from the key factor (Killian, 201 7). In addition to adding new curricula, educational leaders and teachers must look at the data that is collected both through and outside ofthe cu
	Mark Berends, director ofthe University ofNotre Dame's Center for Research on Educational Opportunity, and director ofthe National Center on School Choice, and Ellen Goldring, professor ofEducational Policy and Leadership at Vanderbilt Univer~ity, both assert that organizations should use data as a means ofpropelling organizational learning. Organizational learning, according to Berends and Goldring (2009), is the "process by which members ofan organization acquire and use information to change and implemen
	Organizational learning can be transformative to educational practices. When education is driven not just by student assessment, but also be assessment ofteaching practices and the curriculum itself, organizations are able to achieve higher levels ofmotivation and performance among teachers and students alike. (Berand & Goldring, 2009) 
	Robert Slavin and Alan Cheung, professors at Johns Hopkins University, conducted a study of59 districts in seven states using a data-driven district reform model. Slavin and Cheung teamed up with researchers from public schools and educational foundations to determine what effect data-driven reforms have on schools. Cheug, et al. (2011 ), state, "The focus ofdata-driven reform approaches is on obtaining timely, useful information, trying to understand the 'root 
	Robert Slavin and Alan Cheung, professors at Johns Hopkins University, conducted a study of59 districts in seven states using a data-driven district reform model. Slavin and Cheung teamed up with researchers from public schools and educational foundations to determine what effect data-driven reforms have on schools. Cheug, et al. (2011 ), state, "The focus ofdata-driven reform approaches is on obtaining timely, useful information, trying to understand the 'root 
	causes' behind the nwnbers, and designing interventions targeted to the specific areas most likely to be inhibiting success" (p.4). 

	Data driven reform involves collecting, and interpreting data that is intended to inform and guide districts. Within this model, data is collected in four areas: student learning, demographics, school process, and teacher perceptions. Armed with this data, schools are able to identify specific areas for growth and target problem areas ofboth teachers and students to improve performance. (Cheung, et al., 2011) 
	The meta-analysis conducted by Cheung, et al., showed a significant effect of0.45 by year four oftheir study. Their data, while not conclusive, shows that data-driven-reform might prove to be a relatively inexpensive strategy for schools to adopt that can have a significant impact on student achievement. It is important to note that this study was not conducted on a large scale, and therefore needs to be looked at in relation to other, more broadly collected, data including the work ofJohn Hattie, Richard D
	The next important question becomes how to implement a data-driven program in our schools? In search ofthe answer to this questions, I sought out research by someone who had successfully implemented a data-driven model and succeeded in an area where students were socioeconomically disadvantaged and had a predominate minority population. One such individual stood out to me. 
	Paul Bambrick-Santoyo took the reins ofa failing middle school in New Jersey in 2003. At the time his school, North Star Middle School, had a student body comprised ofninety percent minority students and with ninety percent ofstudents also on free or reduced lunch. To top it off, the school had some ofthe lowest test scores in the state (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010). During his seven years as principal, Bambrick-Santoyo transformed North Star Middle School 
	Paul Bambrick-Santoyo took the reins ofa failing middle school in New Jersey in 2003. At the time his school, North Star Middle School, had a student body comprised ofninety percent minority students and with ninety percent ofstudents also on free or reduced lunch. To top it off, the school had some ofthe lowest test scores in the state (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010). During his seven years as principal, Bambrick-Santoyo transformed North Star Middle School 
	into one ofthe highest achieving urban middle schools in the nation. His school became known as a 90/90/90 school, meaning that in addition to ninety percent minority and ninety percent free and reduced lunch; he also had a ninety percent proficiency rate. Bambrick-Santoyo went on to expand North Star into a network ofthree middle schools, three elementary schools and a high school. He went on to become the managing director ofUncommon Schools and a faculty trainer for New Leaders for New Schools where he h

	In Bambrick-Santoyo's 2010 book, Driven by Data, he addresses four key principles when implementing a data-driven program. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Assessment: Create rigorous interim assessments that provide meaningful data. 

	• 
	• 
	Analysis: Examine the results ofthe assessments to identify the causes ofboth strengths and shortcomings. 

	• 
	• 
	Action: Teach effectively what most students need to learn. 

	• 
	• 
	Culture: Create an environment in which data-driven instruction can survive and thrive. 


	(p. xxvi) 
	One ofthe primary practices that Bambrick-Santoyo notes is that in order for this model to work, educators must give up assessing based on what they taught, but rather what was learned. He also argues that interim assessments need to be the primary type ofassessment used. He says that formative, ongoing assessments are helpful but cannot replace well-written interim assessments. The reason for this is that educators need to have established milestones and goals and ensure that students are learning what the
	Linda Darling-Hammond and Nikole Richardson, in a 2009 article in Education Leadership, explore professional development. Within this context they argue, "To avoid disparities between what teachers learn in professional development work and what they can actually implement in their classrooms, schools should seamlessly link curriculum, assessment, standards, and professional learning opportunities" (p. 46). They go on to further make the case for exploring data within professional learning communities stati
	In Visible Learning and the Science ofHow We Learn, John Hattie and Gregory Yates, professor at the University of South Australia discuss one factor ofdata-driven instruction that I feel is often overlooked; feedback. Feedback to students, according to Hattie, following any kind ofassessment, shows a significant effect, 0.7, on student achievement (Killian, 2017). Hattie and Yates (2014) assert that, "receiving feedback enables the learner to close a critical gap between current status and a more desirable 
	Data Driven Instruction: Proceed with Caution 
	For all the things that data-driven instruction accomplishes, it is also imperative that we 
	look at the potential pitfalls ofwhere taking too narrow of a view ofdata driven instruction can 
	take us. John Hattie (2005), a champion for data, asserts, "A current fad radiating out from the United States is the notion ofevidence-based decision making -and this term has been hijacked to mean a very narrow form ofevidence" (p.4) His argument focuses on high-stakes testing. Hattie (2005) described the impact ofhigh-stakes testing like we saw under No Child Left Behind by saying, 
	It has made the teachers teach what they expect is coming in the test; it ensures students are focused on the teaching; it judges the success ofthe school in terms ofwhether teachers are doing this job ofteaching to the test; it rids the school day of 'peripherals' that are not tested (such as physical education, music, art and self-respect); it cuts vocational and career education programs in high schools which are desperately needed by many students whose alternative is to drop out, and it punishes those 
	says, "Our most vulnerable students are measured, examined, rubricked, labeled-and denied the meaningful instruction they need" (p.24). She states that data-driven instruction has gone awry and has taken the meaningful engaging parts oflearning away. She offers a brief synopsis of observations conducted in low-income urban schools that are focused on data-driven instruction. She describes students inundated with worksheet after worksheet with little time for collaboration, hands-on learning or engaging inst
	While the picture that Neuman paints is a bleak one, she offers insight into ways of avoiding falling into the narrow-focused view that data collection can take when done inappropriately. First, she notes that testing should not be used to "motivate" students. She states that telling a struggling reader that they are failing does little to support the achievement of 
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	students and, in actuality, decreases motivation. While Neuman's work is a secondary, and at times tertiary, primary sources like those ofHattie paint a similar picture. 
	Within Hattie's list offactors that influence student achievement, two areas create both great hope and concern. Students' beliefs, attitudes and dispositions showed an effect of0.92, which is highly significant. Ifwe can support students' love oflearning, we have a greater chance ofhelping them succeed. Limiting authentic interactions with meaningful study poses a serious risk to adversely affecting a student's attitude toward school. Hattie also shows that lack of student motivation has a -0.4 effect, sho
	Neuman stresses the importance ofbeing data-informed rather than data-driven. She explains that the difference in wording denotes the need for teachers to use data as a way of shaping their instruction, rather than data being used as a finite measure ofachievement (Neuman, 2015). In this section, Neuman discusses how teachers that she observed would collaborate once a week on student progress and form new goals for the week ahead. Unfortunately, there are not indicators ofwhether or not this was successful 
	Neuman (2015) also presses her readers to adopt a broader definition ofdata and not to teach to tests. She states that educators often look for hard indicators of student learning, but often forget about the softer indicators such as, "the looks on students' faces, the tenor ofa rich discussion, or the smiles and signs ofjoy when students are learning something new. For the 
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	highly capable teacher, these observations are data" (p.25). While, as an educator speaking on experience, these softer markers are significant, I was unable to find research indicating their effectiveness as markers for improving student achievement. That being said, other indicators on a site's Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) or district's Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) do take "softer" indicators into consideration to form a more balanced look at "data." The eight areas that the LCAP
	Dr. Sean Nank, professor at California State University San Marcos and recipient ofthe Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching, also expresses concern about high-stakes standardized tests in his book, Testing Over Teaching: Mathematics Education in the 2J8Century. This book chronicles the work ofhigh school math teachers and the influence that standardized testing has had on their teaching. One profound insight that Nank shares is that though our current model for testing is sh
	Dr. Sean Nank, professor at California State University San Marcos and recipient ofthe Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching, also expresses concern about high-stakes standardized tests in his book, Testing Over Teaching: Mathematics Education in the 2J8Century. This book chronicles the work ofhigh school math teachers and the influence that standardized testing has had on their teaching. One profound insight that Nank shares is that though our current model for testing is sh
	1 

	how they taught" (p.1 ). This model, as seen through the narratives provided by Nank, strips away the inherent beauty ofmath and science. 

	Catherine Hom, Acting Department Chair & Executive Director ofthe Institute for Educational Policy Research and Evaluation and Director ofCREA TE, explores a host ofother factors that need to be taken into consideration when using data to drive instruction in a 2010 article in Theory Into Practice. She argues that there is great disparity between White and Asian students vs. Hispanic/Latino and Black students. She also argues that socioeconomic status can impact student achievement along with disabilities. 
	0.52. While the degree ofcorrelation to student achievement varies between researchers, both agree there is a connection to these factors and student achievement. 
	Hom also points out that high-stakes testing as we saw under No Child Left Behind caused a variety ofproblems. Hom cites several studies that suggest a correlation between dropout rates and exit exams, especially with high-risk students. She does note, however, that there are many factors that contribute to students dropping out besides high stakes testing and that it should be considered as one adclitional factor leading to increased dropout rates. She also explores the increase in retention rates as a res
	While data can serve as a useful tool in education, it does run the risk ofbeing used inappropriately. It is vital that educators not look at data as a measure of students, but rather of teachers. When the focus is shifted, it takes educators out ofa place ofblame and into one of 
	While data can serve as a useful tool in education, it does run the risk ofbeing used inappropriately. It is vital that educators not look at data as a measure of students, but rather of teachers. When the focus is shifted, it takes educators out ofa place ofblame and into one of 
	reflection. 

	Conclusion 
	It is my ardent beliefthat as educators, we have a profound responsibility to our students. As seen in the research above, teachers have an irrefutable impact on students and student achievement. The purpose ofthis study is to explore the effectiveness ofdata-driven professional learning communities on student achievement. I will use both qualitative and quantitative data, creating a mixed method ofstudy. 
	Armed with the work ofHattie, Dufour, Marzano and Bambrick-Santoyo, I will create a professional learning community within our district. This PLC will follow the model established by Richard DuFour. As a community we will begin by assessing our own data and reflecting upon our own practices, seeking to pinpoint the current progress ofeach child. From there, we can begin to target strategies that seek to support the student at their immediate level. Interim assessment will be created as urged by Paul Bambric
	In addition to this, I will interview members ofprofessional learning communities from school districts with higher percentages ofstudent proficiency to find out what strategies are being implemented and how data is collected and used. Again, surveys will be used to examine the effectiveness ofdata-driven instruction and professional learning communities. 
	I will also collect student data from both teachers within our professional learning community and from outside ofour professional learning community. This data will help quantify the effects on students. 
	The ultimate goal will be to evaluate the effectiveness and outcomes ofthese data driven professional learning communities on student achievement. 
	Chapter Three: Methodology 
	The purpose ofthis study was to look at how professional learning communities (PLCs) and data-driven instruction can be used effectively to support student achievement. In chapter one I explored the profound need for an improved system within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD) based on the low percentages of students meeting or exceeding ELA and Math standards. In chapter two, I explored the data surrounding research by John Hattie, Richard DuFour, Robert Marzano and Paul Bambrick-Santoyo on th
	Through my research, I explored the following question: 
	• What effect will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning community have on fifth grade student achievement as measured by monthly summative math assessments? 
	In this chapter I explained my methodology in conducting my own research. I explained the use ofboth quantitative and qualitative data in answering the research question, the design of the research, a description ofthe participants, the setting in which the study took place, the instruments used, the procedures ofthe study, and the analysis ofthe data. 
	Design 
	In an effort to compile well-rounded data, I used both qualitative and quantitative methods. I used an experimental group (fifth grade) and a control group (sixth grade). All data was collected within WSUSD. 
	The quantitative data collected were test scores from the fifth grade team's students and the sixth grade control group students. Three tests were administered to each grade level. The initial assessment was titled Form A and was used to establish a baseline. The subsequent 
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	assessments were titled Form Band C and were given in one month intervals to measure the effect ofthe professional learning community in contrast with the control group. 
	For data, I collected surveys after the administration ofall three tests and after the fifth grade team met six times in a PLC. The surveys consisted ofLikert style questions gauging the perceived effect ofthe PLCs. Open ended questions were also used to gain more depth of understanding. 
	The combination ofthe data collected helped to establish the correlation between PLCs and student achievement. It is important to note, however, that many factors can have an effect on student achievement. Because all teacher practices were not controlled and/or isolated for this study, the relationship can only be seen as a correlation and not definitive evidence. 
	Another important note is that there is a downward trend noted on SBAC scores during the fifth grade year and then an increase in the sixth grade year. This pattern has been observed over the past three years. Due to the constraints ofthis project through the practice ofthe district, I was unable to isolate this from the data collected. 
	Participants 
	As noted above, my study was bound to WSUSD as a case study. Specifically, it is bound to the fifth grade team. The sixth grade team was used as a control group. 
	The fifth and sixth grade teams were chosen for two reasons. First, I teach fifth and sixth grade. Though I do not teach fifth grade math currently, I have taught it in the past and am familiar with the standards. I am not out ofplace in the fifth grade team and am able to serve as a facilitator and contributor. Likewise, I am part ofthe sixth grade team. Most ofmy communication with the sixth grade team was conducted through email because there is currently no PLC occurring at the sixth grade level. 
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	Secondly, data from the SBAC shows a dip in scores during the fifth grade year. The assistant superintendent and I agreed that we would use this study in an effort to improve student scores at that level. 
	The fifth and sixth grade teams sample had similar demographics to the entire K-6 teaching team and could therefore be used as a representation ofthe whole group. The use of all teachers teaching fifth grade, as opposed to a select few teachers also helped ensure more applicable results. Likewise, participation ofall sixth grade team members in the control group further served this purpose. 
	I worked closely with the assistant superintendent and leadership team for this project in order to provide necessary safeguards and to comply with legal requirements. All participants in the fifth grade team in WSUSD were informed ofthe purpose and guidelines ofthis project. While participation in the group was mandatory for the personnel per the school district, participation in the surveys was voluntary. The assistant superintendent made it clear that no repercussions would come from not participating in
	The sixth grade team was not informed ofthe purpose ofmy study. Instead participants were only told that I was conducting research as part ofmy continuing education. Because no PLCs were in place for this group, participation in the study including administration ofthe assessments and completion oftheir survey was voluntary. All members ofthe sixth grade team agreed to participate with no obligation from the district. Again, all sixth grade team participants signed a consent form (Appendix B). 
	All participants were notified ofthe safeguards in place to limit the ability ofdata to be 
	identified as coming from any one teacher. These included: anonymous test results from 
	students, tests being shuffled so that tests would not be grouped by school site, anonymous survey sent through Google Forms with no identifying information collected, and no collection ofnames during my note-taking at the PLCs. 
	Setting 
	I focused on the fifth grade team in Wheeler Springs Unified School District in a small, rural community in southern California. Wheeler Springs has a majority white, upper-middle class population with a strong liberal political climate. 
	Today, Wheeler Springs is a tourism destination nicknamed "Shangri-la" because ofthe town's natural beauty, spirituality and healing energy. While tourism has created many jobs, it has also driven housing prices to new highs. The median house price in Wheeler Springs is $647,000 while the median family income is only $61,192, making home ownership out ofreach for many residents. Twenty percent ofall people living in Wheeler Springs are over 65 years of age and 20% are under the age of 18. 
	Ninety-one percent ofWheeler Springs residents over 25 years ofage have at least a high school diploma while 46 percent have a bachelor's degree or higher. Eighty-eight percent ofthe population is white, 18 percent Hispanic or Latino and less than four percent ofall other races listed in the census data. 
	There are five public elementary schools, eight private elementary schools, one public middle school, one public high school and four private high schools. All public schools are part ofWSUSD. 
	In WSUSD 55% ofstudents are white, 35% Hispanic or Latino and 10% are African American or black, American Indian, Asian, Filipino, Pacific Islander or two or more races (California Department ofEducation, 2017). 
	Twenty-five percent ofstudents in WSUSD are English language learners. Thirty-nine percent ofstudents in WSUSD qualify for free or reduced lunch while 39% ofWSUSD students qualify (Startclass, 2017). 
	In WSUSD, thirty-eight percent ofstudents met or exceeded ELA standards and 51% met or exceeded math standards on the SBAC. (California Department ofEducation, 2017). Below is a table showing the percentages of students meeting or exceeding standards on CAASPP by ethnicity. 
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	Instruments 
	For this research project I collected both qualitative and quantitative data. First, I collected and compared student test scores from a test created through IO Education on the Education Assessment Management System (EADMS) on adding and subtracting fractions (Appendix C). This test was created by the assistant superintendent and a fifth grade teacher leader chosen by the team. Input was given at the initial meeting as to what should go into the assessment. Questions were then selected from the IO Educatio
	For this research project I collected both qualitative and quantitative data. First, I collected and compared student test scores from a test created through IO Education on the Education Assessment Management System (EADMS) on adding and subtracting fractions (Appendix C). This test was created by the assistant superintendent and a fifth grade teacher leader chosen by the team. Input was given at the initial meeting as to what should go into the assessment. Questions were then selected from the IO Educatio
	was chosen as it is an essential standard tested on the SBAC. There were three forms used to collect data: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Form A : Initial Assessment 

	• 
	• 
	Form B: Assessment used after first PLC exploring student scores on Form A and one month ofchanges to practice. 

	• 
	• 
	Form C: Final assessment on topic after second PLC and one month ofchanges to practice. 


	I compared overall scores ofsixth graders on a similar test created through IO Education on EADMS asking students to multiply and divide fractions (Appendix D). On each test there were two Depth ofKnowledge (DOK) 1 questions, seven DOK 2 questions and one DOK 3 question. This test was created by the assistant superintendent and me without input from the sixth grade team. This topic was chosen as it was also dealing with fractions, and an essential standard tested on the SBAC. 
	Following the study, participants were asked to complete a Likert style survey along with a series ofopen ended questions. This survey came from the book Building a Professional Learning Community at Work by William Ferriter and Parry Graham with the support ofRichard Dufour. I chose this survey as it was designed by leading educational researchers for educational leaders to measure the effects and effectiveness ofPLCs in their own district. I added in the open-ended questions to be~er answer my own researc
	I believe the combination ofthese two instruments painted the most complete picture of the effects ofPLCs in the district as they provide both quantifiable data and measure a perceived impact by the professionals working in them. 
	Procedures 
	In Wheeler Springs Unified School District, I worked with the assistant superintendent and the elementary leadership team to create a model for a PLC. We used the fifth grade teaching team as our sample. Teachers were asked to assess students' proficiency in adding and subtracting fractions using a benchmark assessment. This became the initial assessment (Form A). Two other tests with different questions on the same topic were also created (Form B and FormC). 
	I later met with the assistant superintendent as to create a similar assessment for the sixth grade team based on sixth grade standards. This test would not be used in conjunction with professional learning communities. Rather, it would be administered at the same time as the fifth grade tests as a stand-alone piece to better understand the relationship the PLCs had on student achievement. There were also three tests in the sixth grade series. The three tests for both grade levels were given over the course
	This research project was a longitudinal study taking place over the course ofthree months. Three tests were used during this time to measure student achievement. The tests were all on the same topic, but did not have the same questions. 
	The fifth grade team met a total of6 times by the time that Form C was administered while the sixth grade team did not meet at all. 
	Following the initial PLC, teachers were asked to administer Form A. Though the sixth grade team did not participate in the creation ofthe test or in the PLCs, they were also asked to administer the test. 
	At the second PLC meeting, fifth grade teachers were asked to examine the data from Form A and compare with other teachers. During this meeting teachers examined areas of strength and weakness in student performance and explored ways their own practices contributed to this. They then created plans to improve student achievement before the administration of Form B. Two weeks following the evaluation ofForm A, teachers met to discuss student progress and share ideas. 
	One month following Test A, teachers administered Test B prior to the scheduled group meeting. Again, the sixth grade team would also administer Form B but would not participate in any meeting. 
	Again, fifth grade teachers would meet in their PLC and examine areas ofgrowth, decline, and no change. Teachers discussed what practices were successful and which were not based on the results. Collaboration occurred again to generate a plan to improve student performance. Teachers also collaborated on effective practices for teaching addition and subtraction offractions. These conversations were not scripted, but rather occurred naturally from the ideas ofthe team. 
	Lastly, both grades administered Form C. This form would be used as a reflection piece in the fifth grade PLC. This form was the last data point. 
	Following the PLC meetings, surveys were completed by the fifth grade teaching team. They were asked to reflect on the practices that did or did not affect the learning outcomes of 
	students and the impact, or lack thereof, ofthe professional learning community and the data evaluated. Step 1: Hold initial meeting with fifth grade team to discuss plans. (Fifth grade only) Step 2: Work with teachers to create benchmark assessments in mathematics (Fifth only) Step 3: Create sixth grade benchmark assessment with assistant superintendent with no teacher input. Step 4: Ask teachers to administer Form A. (Both fifth and sixth) Step 5: Meet in PLC to discuss data and strategies for student imp
	It is important to note that I am a part ofboth teams. While I do believe my interference in the study is minimal, I do suspect that teachers answered survey questions more positively given the fact that I am working directly with the assistant superintendent. I have tried to minimize this impact by keeping surveys anonymous and limiting my knowledge ofwhat information is provided by any one source. 
	Data Analysis 
	My research was quasi-experimental. In my study I had a control group (sixth grade) and an experimental group (fifth grade). The groups were not selected at random, but rather with a purpose. However, all members ofboth the fifth and sixth grade team participated. 
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	Students from both groups took a criterion-referenced, multiple choice exam as noted above. This format was chosen as it was a tool that the district is beginning to implement, and will be a measure ofstudent achievement going forward. My intent was to measure students using a consistent tool. This is a tool that the district is using to shape what areas ofthe curriculum are emphasized most heavily. 
	To analyze the data collected from these tests I calculated the average percent on the initial exam and subtracted it from the final exam for both groups. This gave me a percent of growth. Upon doing this, a difference existed between the fifth and sixth grade data. To find out if this was statistically significant, I used the T-Test. 
	I also collected quantitative data in the form ofLikert style and qualitative data in the form ofopen-ended survey questions. The surveys were administered to the fifth grade team following the final PLC. The Likert style questions provided data about the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLCs as well provided insight into ways of making future PLCs more effective. Since the results would be considered ordinal data, I used a non-parametric test to analyze the results. 
	Within the open ended questions, I focused on key words to establish the perceived benefit, or lack thereof, ofPLCs on student achievement. I coded the data and explored patterns. I used the iterative process to analyze this data. The following chapter will further explore these patterns and provide quotes from each category and question to provide greater context for the data analyzed frpm student scores and from the surveys. 
	Conclusion 
	The chosen methodology for this study was designed to show a correlation between PLCs and student achievement while fostering relationships among teachers and attempting to 
	The chosen methodology for this study was designed to show a correlation between PLCs and student achievement while fostering relationships among teachers and attempting to 
	positively impact their learning. Because ofthis, specific participants and topics were chosen. Instruments that would likely be used to further the study were also chosen in an effort to not only make this replicable, but to allow for continued improvement and use within the district. 

	Neither method proved a definitive relationship between PLCs and student achievement. As Hattie has demonstrated through his research, there are infinite factors that affect student achievement. I have tried to isolate this by using all members from both the fifth and sixth grade team. The only thing that has been changed from a district level is the use ofPLCs. However, individual teachers and sites may have practices that also affect student achievement. Instead, I have used this data to show a correlatio
	In the coming chapter I explore the outcomes ofthis study and provide data to support my conclusions. I also explore the limitations ofmy study in greater depth as well as discuss the interpretations ofmy data and their effect on education. 
	Chapter Four: Data Analysis 
	Mathematics scores, as measured by California Assessment ofStudent Performance and Progress (CAASSP), within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD) continue to be low despite changes in curriculum, additional full-day trainings and increased pull out support time (CA Department ofEducation, 2018). Through my research I looked into ways of increasing test scores. With the work ofJohn Hattie, Robert Marzano and Richard DuFour as my guide, I collaborated with the assistant superintendent to create a p
	Data, consisting oftest scores and survey responses, was collected to measure the effectiveness ofthe PLC based on these qualitative and quantitative indicators. Student proficiency in the form ofbenchmark assessments were used to measure growth while Likert style surveys and open-ended questions were used to gauge perceived effectiveness and best practices. 
	As per the recommendations ofthe aforementioned authors, benchmark assessments for the students corresponding to the fifth grade Common Core math standards were created that aligned to the CAASSP test. I guided the fifth grade PLC to use the benchmarks as a measure of student proficiency in standards 5.NF.A.1 and 5.NF.A.2. Standard 5.NF.A.1 reads, "Add and subtract.fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce 
	5.NF.A.2 reads, "Solve wordproblems involving addition and subtraction offractions referring to the same whole, including cases ofunlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. Use benchmark fractions and number sense offractions to estimate mentally and assess the reasonableness ofanswers." (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2018). 
	Initially Form A was delivered and assessed. Following this, we met as a PLC to evaluate our scores and look for reasoning as to the scores we saw. The team would meet once more after two weeks to discuss progress. No assessment was given at that time. This cycle was repeated until the final assessment; Form C was administered. At the same time, our sixth grade team, though not meeting in a PLC, administered similar forms that aligned to sixth grade standards. These were also given one month apart. 
	Following the final PLC meeting a Likert style survey consisting oftwenty-six scaled questions, along with four open-ended questions was given to measure the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLC as well as how to improve the model for future studies. The survey was given to the the fifth grade team. Below I explore the percent ofresponses to individual questions and examine the responses to the open-ended questions. No survey was given to the sixth grade team. 
	In this chapter I discuss the results ofthe three assessments and analyze the data relative to the impact ofthe teacher PLC on student achievement in mathematics based on student performance on standards 5.NF.A.1 and 5.NF.A.2. I also explore the results ofthe Likert style survey and open-ended responses to address what the implications ofthis study are for the field ofeducation. 
	Data Presentation and Analysis 
	I focused my data collection and research on the fifth grade PLC, and specifically on fraction addition and subtraction. I designed my study to focus on the effectiveness ofthe PLC itself. To do this, I have measured growth through three benchmark assessments, Form A, Form Band Form C in an experimental group (fifth grade) and a control group (sixth grade). (Appendices A-F) 
	I entered the data into two tables and compared the initial scores from Form A to the fmal scores on Form C. This provided me a comparison ofinitial performance with fmal performance following the PLC. I chose to not use the data in Form Bin my calculations as the use ofthat benchmark was designed to support the teacher in gauging their own performance, not to be used as a fmal measure ofstudent growth. 
	I compared the data in several different ways. First, in Table 1, I configured the data in a way that I felt would be meaningful for teachers. It clearly provided a visual representation of how well students in fifth grade performed on Form C as opposed to Form A or any ofthe sixth grade forms. I averaged the scores out often on the assessments by grade level and then placed the averages ofthe fifth and sixth grade scores on both forms in the same chart. These showed the scores ofthe experimental group's (f
	I compared the data in several different ways. First, in Table 1, I configured the data in a way that I felt would be meaningful for teachers. It clearly provided a visual representation of how well students in fifth grade performed on Form C as opposed to Form A or any ofthe sixth grade forms. I averaged the scores out often on the assessments by grade level and then placed the averages ofthe fifth and sixth grade scores on both forms in the same chart. These showed the scores ofthe experimental group's (f
	improved on the post-assessment with the teachers meeting in PLCs, the sixth grade control group's scores actually dropped while not participating in PLCs. 

	Table 1 
	Averagc Number Correct 
	5th Form A 5th Form C 6th Form A 6th Form C 
	To further make sense ofthe data and look for statistical significance, I measured the difference in growth between the fifth and sixth grade team using at-test and calculated the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. I did this at both grade levels and then compared the two Pearson Correlations to determine ifthere was indeed a statistical significance. 2 and 3 show the growth from Form A to Form C in both the fifth and sixth grade groups. It is important to note that while the sixth grade team did not meet in 
	Table2 
	Table 3 
	The fifth grade scores showed a Pearson Correlation of.53, which is representative ofa moderate correlation. The calculated t statistic is 12.72 standard deviations away from the mean. This shows that there is a high probability that these results were not random. As per the calculations seen in Table 2, we would have only needed a 1.98 t statistic for this to be considered outside ofthe standard variation. 
	The results were much different in sixth grade. The sixth grade scores showed a Pearson Correlation of .18. This is an insignificant correlation. Furthermore, the calculated t statistic was only 1.45. In order for this to be outside ofthe standard variation, it would have needed to be above 1.98. 
	The above data tells me that the scores seen with the fifth graders were statistically significant and highly unlikely to be unrelated to an outside factor. Since the controlled factor in this study was the use ofa fifth grade PLC, this data shows that the fifth grade PLC did have a positive impact on student achievement. The average student improved by 23.89%, indicating a positive correlation. 
	To further evaluate my hypothesis, I collected Likert style surveys to measure the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLCS, what practices influenced their success or lack thereof and 
	To further evaluate my hypothesis, I collected Likert style surveys to measure the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLCS, what practices influenced their success or lack thereof and 
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	ways the PLC could be improved on for future study. Table 4 shows the percentages of responses and the questions. Please note that there were five teachers in the fifth grade PLC, all ofwhich participated in the survey fully. 
	Table4 
	This data not only supported the study ofmy hypothesis, but also helped to identify the effective practices from this study and ones that could be improved upon. As seen in Table 4, I highlighted the questions that specifically dealt with the perceived effectiveness ofthe PLC. One hundred percent ofthe respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the PLC had a positive impact on student achievement as well as on the teacher's own performance in the classroom. This survey was created in part by Robert Dufour a
	I chose not to use other statistical measurements for this data as there were only five participants. I had originally planned to use the Mann-Whitney U test, and would still do so in further tests that had more participants. Much like the t-test, it would have shown me statistical significance ofeach variable. Again, with a small population ofdata and without having two points ofcollection, presenting the data in a more straightforward approach seemed more appropriate in this study. 
	I also used four open ended questions go gain further insight into the effectiveness ofthe PLCs and the areas that could be improved on or that were already effective in the current model. My goal was to not only study my hypothesis, but assuming that it was correct, build a model that could be used for further study and improvement ofstudent achievement. In Table 5 I have 
	I also used four open ended questions go gain further insight into the effectiveness ofthe PLCs and the areas that could be improved on or that were already effective in the current model. My goal was to not only study my hypothesis, but assuming that it was correct, build a model that could be used for further study and improvement ofstudent achievement. In Table 5 I have 
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	included all ofthe answers to the questions collected. Again, due to the limited size ofgroup, I chose to look at each piece ofdata without coding. This allowed for an in depth analysis ofthe study as well as provided insight to the Likert style questions. 
	Table 5 
	From this data, I learned that teachers appreciated meeting, evaluating scores and being provided time to discuss their practice. I also learned that teachers felt some frustration with the assessments used. I would like to explore this further in conversation with the group as we move forward with additional PLCs. I want to know how we can further improve these tests. It is important to look at this question in context with the data collected in tables 2 and 3. It is evident that the assessments were notin
	From this data, I learned that teachers appreciated meeting, evaluating scores and being provided time to discuss their practice. I also learned that teachers felt some frustration with the assessments used. I would like to explore this further in conversation with the group as we move forward with additional PLCs. I want to know how we can further improve these tests. It is important to look at this question in context with the data collected in tables 2 and 3. It is evident that the assessments were notin
	the following question, one teacher noted another assessment that could be used in future studies, the STAR test, that we already have access to. Overall, the teachers noted wanting more time for these PLCs in the future and expressed a feeling that the PLCs were greatly benefiting their students. 

	Interpretations 
	This study shows a strong correlation between the use ofa data-driven PLC and student achievement. As a leader, this demonstrates the importance ofteachers having time to collaborate and share ideas and strategies. John Hattie notes that the most influential factors affecting students are ones that revolve around the teacher (Killian, 2017.) My study supports this evidence. Teachers coming together and discussing how to support their students proved to be a valuable tool in supporting students. 
	Moving forward with this information in WSUSD, I see the potential for PLCs at all grade levels because ofthe correlation ofPLCS and student achievement. I see the need to begin evaluating the core standards in each grade level and creating or utilizing existing benchmarks that measure these standards. Teachers can use them as a common assessment and point of companson. 
	I believe that bi-monthly is a reasonable amount oftime to begin with. Teachers reported they would like additional time to work in PLCs, but there are physical constraints (sites without multiple teachers at each grade level) and time constraints (staff meetings, lesson preparation, parent meetings, etc.) I believe a challenge that will be worth facing will be looking at how to effectively and efficiently bring teachers together in more ways for additional collaboration outside ofthe bi-monthly PLCs . 
	.. 
	John Hattie noted feedback to students as one ofthe most influential factors on student learning. Moving forward, I would like to work to create assessments that allow for better feedback to students. These tests were predominately scored online. While feedback was not given by all teachers, it was a variable that had the potential to improve student achievement further. 
	I believe my involvement did have an impact on the study. In the fifth grade PLC, I worked as a facilitator and expert alongside the assistant superintendent. I tried to minimize my role, but ultimately found myselfhelping to guide the conversations. My expectation moving forward would be that a teacher leader would be the facilitator in each group. I believe that the guidance ofthe assistant superintendent and me greatly increased the productivity in the group. Without a strong leader trained in how to fac
	Limitations of the Study 
	This study did have many limitations. First, this was a study limited to WSUSD with less than 150 students at each grade level. This sample size afforded me the opportunity to conduct a case study at the site. With five or less teachers at each grade level, it also created a group that may not be representative ofthe district as a whole. While I did try to mitigate this by forming a group with teachers at all sites, I had limited ability to ensure a broad demographic. The time span on this study was also qu
	This study did have many limitations. First, this was a study limited to WSUSD with less than 150 students at each grade level. This sample size afforded me the opportunity to conduct a case study at the site. With five or less teachers at each grade level, it also created a group that may not be representative ofthe district as a whole. While I did try to mitigate this by forming a group with teachers at all sites, I had limited ability to ensure a broad demographic. The time span on this study was also qu
	period oftime to compare with standardized test scores. Until CAASPP scores come out at the end ofsummer, we will have little information to support the impact ofthese PLCs as related to the CAASPP score. Ifour goal is to improve our scores as measured by CAASPP, then it will be essential that we create a longitudinal study using that assessment along with carefully aligned benchmarks as our assessment following a student cohort. Lastly, I did not attempt to control other factors in the study. Again, with a

	Conclusion 
	The collected data suggests a strong correlation between PLCs and student achievement. Using a variety oftools to collect and analyze data, I was able to show a strong statistical correlation. I was also able to help create visuals to support the professional growth ofthe teachers within the district. Likert style questions as well as open-ended questions helped construct a clear vision ofteacher perception as well as next steps. In the following chapter I will discuss the potential impact ofmy findings and
	Chapter Five: Conclusion 
	Over the course ofthe last three months I have researched the effect ofprofessional 
	learning communities (PLCs) on student achievement at the fifth grade level using benchmark assessments. This study was designed as an initial research project to support student achievement within Wheeler Springs Unified School District (WSUSD). Within WSUSD student achievement, specifically at the fifth grade level, was not up to the standard that we have set out to accomplish: for all students to meet or exceed grade level Common Core State Standards. 
	This study was designed for the fifth grade level as test scores were lower at that level than at any other grade level. In WSUSD only forty-five percent ofstudents met or exceeded the ELA standards as assessed on the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBAC). Even fewer students, thirty-five percent, met or exceeded math standards during the 2016-2017 school year (Smarter Balanced Assessment, 2017). At the fifth grade level, this has been a downward trend for the last three years. 
	To counteract this, I worked with the assistant superintendent to design and implement a fifth grade PLC based on research and formed around data. The purpose ofthe PLC was to have teachers meet, evaluate the data and collaborate on best practices and methodologies to support student learning. 
	Summary of Findings 
	After implementing the PLC and measuring student progress using monthly benchmark assessments, I found that the fifth grade PLC had a positive impact on student achievement. I calculated a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of .53, which is considered a moderate correlation. A moderate correlation suggests that the results did not happen by chance, but were a result of 
	After implementing the PLC and measuring student progress using monthly benchmark assessments, I found that the fifth grade PLC had a positive impact on student achievement. I calculated a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of .53, which is considered a moderate correlation. A moderate correlation suggests that the results did not happen by chance, but were a result of 
	the variable. I also noted a 23.8% increase in scores from initial tests given before the PLC and final assessments given following the PLC. 

	To provide greater insight into the reasoning behind the student achievement seen and to make changes to future PLC tests, I also administered a Likert style survey with open-ended questions. What I discovered was that teachers also felt that the PLCs had a positive impact on student achievement. Their insights gave direction to future studies that I am already working on with the superintendent. 
	Findings Interpretation and Limitations 
	In this study, there was a fifth grade experimental group and a sixth grade control group. In the fifth grade group, all teachers met to discuss current district data as measured by CAASPP. Teachers then worked to identify key standards and create benchmark assessments for those standards. Initially, Form A was administered. Two weeks later teachers met to discuss results. At this meeting, teachers noted what strategies were perceived to be working or not working in their respective classrooms. Teachers gra
	The students in the fifth grade group improved their scores, on average, by 23.8% while students in the sixth grade group experienced a drop in scores ofan average of5.3%. On the Likert style survey all teachers on the fifth grade team either agreed or strongly agreed that the PLCs had a positive impact on student achievement. This showed that the PLC had a positive 
	The students in the fifth grade group improved their scores, on average, by 23.8% while students in the sixth grade group experienced a drop in scores ofan average of5.3%. On the Likert style survey all teachers on the fifth grade team either agreed or strongly agreed that the PLCs had a positive impact on student achievement. This showed that the PLC had a positive 
	impact on student achievement. However, while a correlation exists, this cannot be proven without further study. While teachers in the control group did not meet in PLCs, they were not restricted from naturally dialoguing with colleagues or using the benchmarks as a measure of their own progress. Also, CMSPP scores at the sixth grade level were already a bit higher than 

	students at the sixth grade level. To further complicate the study, standards at the sixth grade level are different than standards at the fifth grade level. While limitations for this study existed, I feel like there is compelling evidence to support a moderate correlation between student achievement and PLCs. 
	Findings in Context 
	My findings are consistent with the research presented in my literature study. A key element discussed in my literature review was the use ofdata-driven instruction and its effect on student achievement. Cheug, et al. (2011 ), state, "The focus ofdata-driven reform approaches is on obtaining timely, useful information, trying to understand the 'root causes' behind the numbers, and designing interventions targeted to the specific areas most likely to be inhibiting success" (p.4). This was the focus ofthe fif
	The avenue for delivery ofthe data was also key in this study. Dufour (2004) states, "The powerful collaboration that characterizes professional learning communities is a systematic process in which teachers work together to analyze and improve their classroom practice. 
	Teachers work in teams, engaging in an ongoing cycle ofquestions that promote deep team learning. This process, in turn, leads to higher levels of student achievement" (para 18). Through 
	this study, PLCs were used to create a place for teachers to use data to collaborate with their peers. By doing so, teachers were able to find practices that did positively impact student 
	achievement as seen in the data. 
	I worked diligently in this study to avoid the pitfalls ofdata driven instruction as noted by Hattie (2005) and Neuman (2016). They both noted that common pitfalls ofdata-driven instruction are high-stakes. No consequence or incentive was used with teachers. As a result, this did not factor into the results of student achievement. I can neither confirm nor contradict their work through this study as I intentionally avoided this as a variable. 
	Hattie (2005) found a correlation ofover 0.6 for evaluation, reflection and discussion. My findings were consistent, though slightly less conclusive. I also did not break out each aspect of the PLC into smaller factors as Hattie did. Hattie (2005) notes that any correlation over 0.4 is worth implementing to improve student achievement. I found a correlation of0.53, indicating that the PLC model I used was effective. 
	Implications, Recommendations and Future Direction 
	This study has shown me that PLCs are an effective means, though not the only means, of improving student achievement. This finding aligns with other research in the field and opens up new questions for research. It also sheds light on a new direction for professional development within school districts. 
	Currently, many districts, including WSUSD offer training sessions or lectures as professional development. I believe this study shows support for using professional development time to collectively work in PLCS as opposed to traditional forms oftraining. While not the 
	Currently, many districts, including WSUSD offer training sessions or lectures as professional development. I believe this study shows support for using professional development time to collectively work in PLCS as opposed to traditional forms oftraining. While not the 
	focus ofthe study, current professional development time was used by the sixth grade team and scores did not improve. The fifth grade team did not attend the traditional trainings and instead participated in PLCs. The results, as noted above, showed the fifth grade team showed growth while the sixth grade team actually showed a decline in scores. This speaks to current professional development and to the future ofwhere districts need to go. It is imperative that we step outside ofour current status quo and 

	The model I used in creating this PLC was based on the research ofDuFour, Marzano, Cheung, and Hattie. It was created and measured using tools from these authors. I believe the initial model was effective; however, I do believe changes could be made for future study. Teachers noted the desire to have additional time to work in PLCs. A study could be conducted to measure at what frequency are PLCs most effective. Also, much like Hattie (2005) tests, we could break out individual components and find out which
	Conclusion 
	I am excited to see the results ofthe data and surveys as I feel this information can help districts supports students in better ways. My purpose for this study was to support students within WSUSD and I believe we succeeded. While this study posed its limitations, it did show a positive moderate correlation between student achievement and PLCS. Future studies will need to be conducted to find out the most efficient model moving forward. We will also need to assess 
	I am excited to see the results ofthe data and surveys as I feel this information can help districts supports students in better ways. My purpose for this study was to support students within WSUSD and I believe we succeeded. While this study posed its limitations, it did show a positive moderate correlation between student achievement and PLCS. Future studies will need to be conducted to find out the most efficient model moving forward. We will also need to assess 
	our instruments and measure them against CAASPP results as this will be the ultimate measure the state uses to measure student achievement. I have shared this information with our district assistant superintendent and look forward to using this model to create, implement and improve PLCs within WSUSD. 

	This study continues to support the current research and offers greater support for it. I have learned that supporting teacher efficacy is perhaps the single most important thing that can be done as an education leader. This can be done in a variety ofways, but PLCs show a positive correlation on supporting achievement. It is exciting to see that as educators and as educational leaders, we have a great ability to positively impact student achievement through our efficacy and actions. 
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	Research Consent Form 
	Researcher: Kate Spiva University: California State University San Marcos Research Question: 
	What effect will a district-wide, data-driven, fifth grade professional learning community have on fifth grade student achievement as measured by monthly summative math scores in Ojai Unified School District? 
	Description of Study: 
	Over the course ofthe next three months I will be studying the outcomes ofthe 5Grade professional learning community on student achievement in mathematics. To do this, I will be examining student scores on the IO Education Assessment created by Dr. Sherrill Knox and Caroline Stubbs. I will be comparing scores from Form A with scores on Form B and Form C in an effort to quantify results. 
	th 

	At the conclusion ofmy study, I will be asking members ofthe team to participate in a short survey created by Learning Tree Solutions that I modified to gauge how successful or unsuccessful you felt the PLC was in supporting your teaching and student achievement. 
	Please read and acknowledge the following information regarding your role in this study. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	!_____________________voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that even ifI agree to participate now, I can withdraw at any time or refuse to answer any question without any consequences ofany kind. 

	• 
	• 
	I have had the purpose and nature ofthe study explained to me in writing and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that participation involves sharing anonymous data collected from the IO Education Assessments with 1)-ate Spiva, attending PLC meetings bi-monthly and completing an end of study survey. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that in any report on the results ofthis research my identity will remain anonymous. No names will be collected on surveys or test results. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that signed consent forms will be retained in a locked filing cabinet at Kate Spiva's home until the publication ofthe study. After that time, consent forms will be shredded. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that under freedom ofinformation legalization, I am entitled to access the consent form I have signed and any identifying information while it is in storage. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that I am free to contact Kate Spiva at any time to seek further clarification and information. 


	By signing this for, I am giving my informed consent to participate in this study. Printed Name ofResearch Participant __________________ Signature ofresearch participant ____________Date ______ 
	I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. Signature ofresearcher_______________Date ______ 
	Research Consent Form 
	Researcher: Kate Spiva University: California State University San Marcos Description of Study: 
	Over the course ofthe next three months I will be studying 6grade mastery offractions as measured through student scores on the IO Education Assessment created by Dr. Sherrill Knox and Kate Spiva. I will be comparing scores from Form A with scores on Form B and Form C in an effort to quantify results. 
	th 

	You do not need to do anything prior to the administration or after the administration ofscores. Participants will simply administer the quiz, remove any identifying student information and return the scores to me through the district brown mail. In the "From" section ofthe mail, simply write 6grade assessments. 
	th 

	Please read and acknowledge the following information regarding your role in this study. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	!______ ___________ ____voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. 

	• 
	• 
	I have had the purpose and nature ofthe study explained to me in writing and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that participation involves sharing anonymous data collected from the IO Education Assessments with Kate Spiva. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that in any report on the results ofthis research my identity will remain anonymous. No names will be collected on test results. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that signed consent forms will be retained in a locked filing cabinet at Kate Spiva' s home until the publication ofthe study. After that time, consent forms will be shredded. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that under freedom of information legalization, I am entitled to access the consent form I have signed and any identifying information while it is in storage. 

	• 
	• 
	I understand that I am free to contact Kate Spiva at any time to seek further clarification and information. By signing this for, I am giving my informed consent to participate in this study. Printed Name ofResearch Participant _________________ _ Signature ofresearch participant _ _ _ _________Date ______ I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. Signature ofresearcher Date 


	Ojai USD Assessment 
	10education 
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	CCSS Math 5th Grade 
	ID: 202273 
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	CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A 
	Directions: Read the question. FIii In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	1 
	1 
	I

	Mia had 12 pieces of gum. She gave of the gum to David and to Sophia. 
	6 
	3 

	What fraction of the 12 pieces of gum does Mfa have left? 
	Look at the equation. 
	0 

	Which of the following equations has the same value? 
	8 
	8 
	12 
	4 

	B 16 +16 =
	B 16 +16 =
	1

	16 
	2



	Figure
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	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 5th Grade Form A and Form C 
	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 5th Grade Form A and Form C 
	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 5th Grade Form A and Form C 

	Variable 1 
	Variable 1 
	Variable 2 

	Mean 5.2845528 Variance 6.5495135 Observations 142 Pearson Correlation 0.536021 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 df 122 t Stat 12.724051 P(T<=t) one-tail l.999E-24 t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 P(T<=t) two-tail 3.999E-24 t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 
	Mean 5.2845528 Variance 6.5495135 Observations 142 Pearson Correlation 0.536021 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 df 122 t Stat 12.724051 P(T<=t) one-tail l.999E-24 t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 P(T<=t) two-tail 3.999E-24 t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 
	7.8943089 4.3411969 142 


	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 6th Grade Form A and Form C 
	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 6th Grade Form A and Form C 
	t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 6th Grade Form A and Form C 

	Variable 1 Variable 2 
	Variable 1 Variable 2 

	Mean 5.9186992 5.455284553 Variance 7.3703852 8.086098894 Observations 123 123 Pearson Correlation 0.1874564 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 df 122 t Stat 1.450073 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0748021 t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.1496042 t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 
	Mean 5.9186992 5.455284553 Variance 7.3703852 8.086098894 Observations 123 123 Pearson Correlation 0.1874564 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 df 122 t Stat 1.450073 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0748021 t Critical one-tail 1.6574395 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.1496042 t Critical two-tail 1.9795999 


	Percent Percent Percent Percent Question Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Agree Disagree We have an agreed upon set ofmeeting norms in our PLC team (for example, expectations for participant behaviors during meetings)_ 100% 0% 0% 0% We follow our meeting norms consistently at PLC meetings_ 80% 20% 0% 0% Our norms help us to have productive. effective conversations. 80% 20% 0% 0% We have clear tasks to oerform at our PLC meetings_ 80% 20% 0% 0% Our tasks relate directly to student learning goals. 80% 20% 0% 
	Question 
	Question 
	Question 
	Teacher 1 
	Teacher2 
	Teacher3 
	Teacher4 
	Teachers 

	What aspects ofthe PLC, if any, have been the most beneficial to you as a teacher? 
	What aspects ofthe PLC, if any, have been the most beneficial to you as a teacher? 
	Time to reflect 
	I was initially shocked to see how poor our scores were. I feel like working together through this group, we have the opportunity to improve those scores. 
	Benchmark assessments were helpful. 
	It was nice finally having a PLC. 
	Comparing my scores with others to see what other people were doing that might have been better than what I was doing. 

	What aspects ofthe PLC, ifany, have been the least beneficial to you as a teacher? 
	What aspects ofthe PLC, ifany, have been the least beneficial to you as a teacher? 
	I would like to see better assessments. 
	I thought this was all very well done. 
	t fell like time should have been used ro discuss n broader moge ot·1opics. JI 1vns too much lime spent on too rew tooics. 
	These should have been going on for a lot longer. 
	I felt like there were too many assessments 

	What changes 
	What changes 
	More time, fewer 
	Incorporate more 

	would you 
	would you 
	professional 
	standards to assess. 
	I would like to see us 

	recommend to the leadership team to 
	recommend to the leadership team to 
	development settings that are a 
	Let's meet more often! 
	Plan a schedule of when we teach the 
	Keep up the PLCs 
	use STAR Reading and Math instead of 

	improve the PLC 
	improve the PLC 
	less beneficial 
	standards and align 
	the EADMS tests. 

	process? 
	process? 
	use oftime. 
	the standards to them. 

	Please describe the effect, or lack thereof: ofthis PLC on student achievement. 
	Please describe the effect, or lack thereof: ofthis PLC on student achievement. 
	I believe my students improved. 
	I saw substantial growth in my students. Just talcing the extratime to review and practice really helped. 
	I saw growth in my students. 
	Not surprisingly, I saw an increase in student achievement. I have been asking for support for a long time. I am the only 5th grade teacher at my site and I need other people to talk to, but haven't had that. 
	I felt like my students benefited from me attending the PLC. 


	Sample Question 
	Sample Question 
	Sample Question 
	Sample Answer Sheet 
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	Sample Item Not Available 
	Sample Item Not Available 
	2.©®©® 3.©®©® 

	TR
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	3 5 35 
	IJ"l 

	~ Jody had 2cups of flour. Her sister used of a cup for cupcakes. Jody wrote the equation 2=11
	4 
	8 
	4 

	8 to find out how much flour she had left. Which of the following is equivalent to Jody's equation? 
	-

	6 5
	A 2---= 11 
	8 8 224 _ .1_ = 11 
	B 32 32 
	Figure
	11 5
	D ---=n
	8 8 
	Choose ALL of the equations that are correctly rewritten to show how to find the difference. 
	0 

	2 1
	5--3--11
	3 4
	A 
	8 3
	~ n
	5--3-

	12 12 
	2 1
	4---~ X 
	5 3
	B 
	4 3
	4---=X
	10 10 
	4 2
	6--2-=p
	7 6
	C 
	24 12
	6--2-~p
	42 42 
	5 1
	7--4-=y 
	8 2
	D 
	5 4
	7--4-=y
	8 8 
	1 2
	8--2-=t
	2 3 
	E 
	9 4
	7--2-=t 
	6 6 
	LADMS ((1 201H JO Education C/1 OjaiUSlJ CCSS Math 05 i'IF./1 I JD: 202273 All cont~nt is Lhc priv,1tc proµcr ty or lhc r.opyr ight holders Page 2 Generaled: l/2018 
	2
	Frank wants to run at least 26 miles in two days. He ran 12¾ miles the first day. Which distances could Frank run to complete his goal? Choose ALL that are correct. 3
	fsl 
	10 

	A 12miles 
	4 

	9
	B 13 miles
	20 
	Figure
	1 .
	D 14miles 
	4 

	Blake and his brother are participating In their school's food drive. Blake has collected 6½ pounds of 
	0 

	food and his brother has collected 5¾ pounds of food. Their goal is to collect 14½ pounds of food by the end of the month. How many more pounds of food do they still need to collect to reach their goal? 
	5 
	A ii 
	5
	12 
	B 1

	12 
	c2
	5 

	1
	12 
	D 12

	FADMS (cJ 201 R 10 Ectu(ation CA_O;aiUSD CCSS Math OS NF.A .I ID: 202273 /\II contenl is the private properly of the copyright holders. Page 3 Generated: 1/20le 
	Solve. 
	A 4_!_
	4 
	3
	B 4
	-

	4 
	1
	C 3
	-

	4 
	3
	D 3
	-

	4 
	What is the sum? 
	6
	et
	-

	9 
	D 2.2_
	20 
	1
	12-8
	-

	4 
	3 3
	1-+
	-

	4 5 
	EADMS (<J 2018 JO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: :102273 
	All conlenl is Lhe privale property of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 1/2018 
	3
	Taylor had liter of water in her bottle when she started jogging. 
	~I 
	4 

	Figure
	-
	After jogging, there was ½liter left. 
	Figure
	How much water did Taylor drink while jogging? 
	11 
	A liter 
	20 

	B 1ter 
	5
	2 1·

	19 .
	C liter 
	20 

	1 .
	D liter 
	2 
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	1 
	A total of :3quarts of paint in 2 different colors was used up by Mr. Wolfe's art class. The paint colors and amounts, in quarts, that were available before art class are shown. 
	8 

	Amount In Quarts 
	Red Orange Blue Yellow 
	Which pairs of paint colors could Mr. Wolfe's class have used? Choose the THREE correct answers. 
	A 
	A 
	A 
	Red and White 

	B 
	B 
	Blue and White 

	C 
	C 
	Red and Yellow 


	D Green and Orange E Orange and Yellow 
	------
	------
	------
	-
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	CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math 05 NF.A 
	Directions: Read the question. FIii In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 
	1.®®©® 2,©®©®
	Sample Item Not Available 
	3.@®©® 4.©®©® s.©®©® 
	Jordan has a baseball card collection. The fraction of baseball cards that show pitchers or catchers Is ½, The fraction of baseball cards that show outfielders is f. The rest of tt,e cards show infielders. 
	Outfielders 
	What fraction of Jordan's baseball card collection are cards that show Infielders? 4 
	A 15 
	11
	arr 
	C ~ 
	.5 
	2
	D
	-

	3 
	Robbie wants to complete the equation below. 
	[!J 

	2 3 
	-+-=x
	3 4 
	Which expression should Robbie use to solve for x? 
	4 5
	A-+
	-

	6 6 
	Figure
	2 3
	C -+
	-

	4 4 
	Figure
	EADMS © 2018 JO EducaUon CA_OJalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I ID: 202274 All content is the private property of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: 1/2018 
	Nina wants to solve the equation shown below. 5 3
	0 

	6--3-.. ? 
	6 4 
	She wants to change the fractions to equal fractions with the lowest common denominator. Which 
	denominator should Nina use to solve the equation above? 
	A 24 
	B 12 
	C 8 
	D 4 
	Martina's mom works in a health club. She teaches a fitness class every morning. The class includes ¾ 1 
	hour of exercises and hour of stretching. What is the total length of the class? 
	6 

	11 
	A hour 
	12 

	2 
	B hour 
	3 

	5 
	C hour 
	6 

	4 
	D To hour 
	Dina went for a run and then a bike ride. She completed a total distance of 12 miles. She rode the bike 
	1
	a distance of 8miles. What distance did Dina run? 
	4 

	A 4¾ miles 
	B 3¾ miles 
	1 
	C 4miles 
	4 

	1
	D 3miles 
	4 

	EADMS (<J 2018 IO Education C/\__OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD; 202274 All content is Lhe private properly or the copyright holders. Page 2 Generated: J/2018 
	Look at the equation below. 
	[!J 

	1 2
	1-+-=?
	4 3 
	Which of these correctly use equivalent fractions to solve the equation? Choose the THREE correct answers. 
	10 4 
	A -+-=?
	8 8 . 
	~ _!__?
	B 12 + 12 -. 
	Figure
	l2J Robyn had 1¼ yards of ribbon. She used fyard of ribbon to wrap her mother's birthday present. How much ribbon is left? 
	3 
	A yard 1 
	8 

	B yard 3 
	2 

	C yard 
	4 

	5 
	D yard 
	8 

	EAOMS rtJ 20 LB 10 Education C/\_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JO: 20227~ All contcnl is the prlvale pr ope, ty of the copyright holders, Paye 3 Generated: 1/2018 
	Look at the equation shown. 
	0 

	1 3
	1-+3-• n
	6 4 Which equation has the same value as the given equation? 
	6 6
	A 1-+3-• n
	8 8 
	Figure
	Mr. Lane made 2 pans of brownies for a bake sale. One pan of brownies contains nuts and one pan 
	. , 2 1 
	does not contain nuts. At the end of the bake sale, Mr. Lane has of the brqwnies with nuts and of the plain brownies left over. 
	3 
	2 

	Figure
	8.rown_les:-wlthoufNuts 
	Which equation shows how much more of the brownies with nuts Is left over? 
	2 1 1
	A3-2=2 
	2 1 1
	B---=
	-

	3 2 3 2 1 1 
	C3-2'"5 
	2 1 1 
	D3-2'"6 
	EADMS © 2018 JO Education CA_OJalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: 202274 All content is the private property of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 1/2018 
	The fifth grade students are making a balloon rocket for the science fair. They need a piece of heavy string to tie between two posts. The exact length needed for the string is shown in the diagram below. 
	~I 

	15 ! feet 
	Figure
	The students have a spool of string. After they cut the piece they need, there will be between 3 and 6 feet of string left on the spool. 
	How long is the original spool of string? Choose ALL that are correct. 
	1
	A 18ft 
	8 

	B 1sf ft 
	C 20½ ft 
	D ~u¼ ft 
	1
	E 21 ft 
	2 
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	CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math 05 NF.A 
	Directions: Read the question. FIii in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 
	1.©®©® 2.©®©®
	Sample Item Not Available 
	3.©®©® 
	4.©®©® 
	s.®®©® 
	5 1 
	Dylan and Suzy shared part of a large pancake. Dylan ate of the pancake, Suzy ate of the pancake, and some of the pancake was left over. 
	12 
	4 

	Figure
	How much more of the pancake did Dylan eat than Suzy? Express the answer In simplest form. 
	2 
	A 3 
	1 
	B 6 
	3 
	C 8 
	Simplify. 
	0 

	Figure
	29
	A
	-

	60 
	2 8 3 
	7 C 27 
	7 
	D 60 
	EADMS © 20 lB 10 ~ducation CA_OjalUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I JD: 202275 All contenl is Lhe private property of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: l/2018 
	3 
	Mr. Jordan started his trip home with of a tank of gas. 
	4 

	Table
	' 
	' 

	TR
	I 


	1
	When he arrived home, he had of a tank o.f gas. 
	8 

	How much gas did he use during his trip? 
	1
	A of the tank 
	8 

	5
	B of the tank 1 
	8 

	C of the tank 1 
	2 

	D of the tank 
	4 

	EADMS (c) 2018 JO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math OS NF.A I JD: 202275 All content Is the private property or the copyright holders, Poge 2 Generated: 1/2018 
	Jerry wants to solve the equation shown below. 
	0 

	3 4
	5-+2-=?
	4 5 
	He wants to replace the fractions with equivalent fractions that have the same denominator. What is the smallest denominator Jerry can use? Explain how to find that denominator. 
	Figure
	Which expression is equivalent to 3 +¾-½? 
	0 

	3 3 1 
	A 8+8-8 
	3 3 4 
	B 8+&-8 
	Figure
	32 3 4
	D ---+
	-

	8 8 8 
	EAOMS {i:.) /.018 10 Education CA OjaiUSD CC55 Math 05 NF.A J ID: 202275 All cont~nl is lhe private property or lhe copyright holders. Page 3 Generated 1/20 lE 
	~ ~ J 
	~ ~ J 
	~ ~ J 
	I . ILast week, Tanya babysat for a total of 1112 hours. This week, she babysat for 64 hours. She wants to 

	TR
	find the total time, in hours, that she babysat for the 2 weeks. Which fractions show the total time in 

	TR
	hours? Choose all that are correct. 


	A 17hours 
	16 
	2 

	B 17hours 2 
	6 
	1 

	C 17hours 
	6 

	D 17hours 
	12 
	5 

	1 
	E 17hours 
	3 

	Robbie wants to complete the equation below. 
	0 

	2 3 
	-+-=x
	3 4 
	Which expression should Robbie use to solve for x? 
	4 5
	A-+
	-

	6 6 
	Figure
	2 3 
	C 4+4 
	12 15 
	D 18+18 
	EADMS (cJ 2018 10 Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 05 NF.A I ID: 202275 All contenl is lhc private µ1operty of the copy1 ight holders. Page 4 Generated: 1/2018 
	I 7 
	Robyn had 1quarts of milk in a bottle. She used quart of milk to make some milkshakes. How much milk is left? 
	4 
	8 

	3 
	A quart 
	8 

	I 
	B quart 3 
	2 

	C quart 
	4 

	5
	D quart 
	8 

	2 
	One weekend, Paco's dad decided he wanted to complete at least 26miles, the distance of a marathon, by running and walking. He began by walking 12¾ miles. 
	10 

	Which distances could Paco's dad run to complete his goal? Choose all that are correct. 
	A 12miles 
	4 
	3 

	9 
	B 13 miles
	20 
	3 .
	13miles
	10 

	C 
	9 .
	D 13miles 
	10 

	1 .
	E 14miles 
	4 

	EADMS ((• :.,018 10 Fd11cation CA_OjaiUSD ccss Math OS NF.A I ID: 202275 All cant•:nl is l11c r:i1iv<Jlc propcitr of tht...• copy,ighl hnlder5 Gr.ne,all'..'d: 1/2018 
	Anna has a roll of tape. She cut off a piece of tape that was 15¼ inches long. Now there are between 3 and 6 inches of tape left on the roll. 
	~ 

	Which amounts could be the length of tape Anna started with? Choose ALL that are correct. 
	A 18inches 
	8 
	1 . 

	7 
	18inches
	8 

	8 
	1 
	C 20inches 1 
	3 

	D 21 inches 1 
	4 

	E 21 inches 
	2 
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	CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A 
	Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Which value of x makes this equation true? 
	C!:J 


	Sample Question 
	Sample Question 
	Sample Question 
	Sample Answer Sheet 

	TR
	1.©®©® 

	Sample Item Not Available 
	Sample Item Not Available 
	2.©®©® 3,©®©® 

	TR
	4.©®©® 

	TR
	s.©®©® 


	Figure
	3 
	A 10 
	10
	B
	-

	3 
	c~
	32 32 
	D IT 
	Use the fraction model to help you answer this question. 10 [. 
	[!J 

	1 
	I 1l I I I . I I I I 
	9 

	!-I________.__.......____..____ 
	. 9 1
	What 1s -+-?
	10 5 
	4
	B 1
	-

	5 
	1
	D 4
	-

	2 
	EADMS © 2018 TO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I ID: 202279 All content is the private property or the copyright hold~rs, Page I Generated: 2/2018 
	j 5 I Choose the TWO questions that can be answered by determining the value of 1¾+ i· 
	A Katie painted her bedroom in 1} hours. She took a ½-hour break to finish her h~mework. How long did Katie spend painting her bedroom? 
	B Aaron has 1 ¾grams of sugar he is using to fill ~ gram packets. How many packets can he fill? 
	C Andrew walked if miles. This is½ the distance he walked yesterday. What is the distance, in miles, that he walked yesterday? 
	D Joanna had 1} slices of pizza for lunch. She ate another½ slice at snacktime. How much pizza did Joanna eat? 
	3
	0 Sam bought a ffoot piece of wood to make some small boxes to hold his insect collection. He used 
	0 Sam bought a ffoot piece of wood to make some small boxes to hold his insect collection. He used 
	1

	6 

	foot of wood for each box. Which equation can be used to find how many boxes Sam made? 
	A 2-x2.=Q
	16 8 
	Figure
	EADMS © 2018 ro Education CA__OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I JD: 202279 All content is the plivat~ p1 operty of I he cnpynght holde, s, Page 3 Generated: 2/20 I 8 
	3
	Alyssa is preparing to distribute paint to the students in her art class. She has cup of yellow paint that she wants to put into ½-cup containers. Which equation and its answer shows how many½ -cup containers of yellow paint she can make? 
	4 

	3 1
	-+-=p
	A 4 8 
	p =6 
	Figure
	Use the fraction models to help you answer the question. 
	0 

	Figure
	6 
	6 
	8 


	Figure
	2 
	2 
	8 


	6 2 
	Margo had of a whole pizza left over from last night's dinner. She ate of the pizza for lunch. What fractional part of the leftover pizza did Margo eat for lunch? 
	8 
	8 

	Figure
	C 4 1
	D
	-

	8 
	EADMS © 2016 TO Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form A I ID: 202279 All content is tl1c private p1 operly of tl1e copyright holde, s. Page 4 Gene.rated : 2/2018 
	Isabella ran laps around the park. She ran a total of 1¾miles. Each lap is ¼mile. Which equation canJ 
	I
	9 

	Isabella use to find out how many laps she ran? 
	1 3 1
	A -+1-=
	-

	4 4 7 
	B 1I+.!.=7
	4 4 
	c1I_.!.=1.!..
	4 4 2 3 1
	D 1-+-=-2
	4 4 
	Julia needs to make a box in the shape of a rectangular prism with a height of 3 inches and a volume of 243 cubic inches. The dimensions, in inches, must be whole numbers greater than 1. 
	Julia claims that the length and width of the box must be equal. 
	Figure
	What dimensions would support Julia's claim about the length and width of the box? Enter your answer in the boxes labeled Part A. 
	Figure
	What dimensions would not support Julia's claim about the length and width of the box? Enter your answer in the boxes labeled Part B. 
	Part A Length Part A Width Part B Length ____ Parts Width 
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	CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form B 
	Directions: Read the question. Fill In the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 
	1.©®©® 2.©®©® 
	Sample Item Not Available 
	3.©®©® 
	4.©®©® 
	s.©®©® 
	What is the quotient ofl½ and}? 
	0 

	3 
	A 20 
	4 
	B 15 
	C 3~ 
	4 
	D 6~ 
	3 
	Solve. ~+.!.=D
	3 6 
	1 
	A 9 
	B 1 C 4 D 9 
	Which word problem can be solved by the equation below? 
	[!J 

	3 1
	-+-=D
	4 6 
	I 1 J A Radha has cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses cup of flour for each muffin. How many muffins can Radha make? 
	6 
	4 

	3 1 .
	Radha has cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses cup of flour for each muffin. How 
	4 
	6 

	8 many muffins can Radha make? 
	1 3 
	C Radha has cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She buys another cup of flour to make cookies. How many cups of flour does Radha have now? 
	6 
	4 

	3 1
	Radha has cup of flour to make breakfast muffins. She uses cup of the flour to make
	4 
	6 

	0 cupcakes. How many cups of flour does Radha have now? 
	EADMS@ 2018 10 Education CA_OJaiUSO CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form B I lD: 202280 All content is the private pooperty of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: 2/2018 
	2 1
	JoAnn has of an hour in which to do her math homework. It takes her hour to do each math problem. How many problems can JoAnn complete in f of an hour? 
	3 
	12 

	A 24 problems B 5 problems C 9 problems D 8 problems 
	Kristin bakes a chocolate cake. After a few days, half of the cake has been eaten. Kristin wants to split what Is left of the cake equally among 4 people. 
	Which of these equations and/or visual models can be used to represent the part of the original cake that each person will receive? Choose ALL that are correct. 
	Figure
	1
	B -+4•x
	2 
	Figure
	0 
	IIIIIIIII 
	EI I I I I 
	EADMS © 2018 10 Education CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math, 06 Number Systems Form ll I ID: 202280 All content is the p1ivate p,operty of the copyright holders. Page 2 Generated: 2/2018 
	Four people are sharing½ of a candy bar. Which visual model correctly represents this situation? 
	0 

	A 
	1111111111111 
	a 
	I I I I I I I I I I c2 / I I I I 
	1 

	3 
	1 l I I I 
	1 
	1 
	I 

	I I I 
	2 
	I 

	I I I 
	D 
	3 
	3 
	I 

	I I I 
	1 I I I 
	EADMS © 2018 JO Educetioo CA_OjalUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Sy5tems Form B I JO: 202280 All content Is the private p1operty of the copyright holders. Page 4 Generated: 2/2018 
	Carlotta has¾ of a bag of dog food. She gives her dog¾ of the bag at each feeding. How manyJ 
	I
	8 

	feedings are left in the bag of dog food? 
	1
	B 
	-

	3 
	C 3 
	D 4 
	2 . 1 
	JoAnn has of an hour in which to do her math homework. It takes her hour to do each math 2
	3 
	12 

	problem. How many problems can JoAnn complete in of an hour? 
	3 

	Figure
	A 5 problems B 8 problems C 9 problems D 24 problems 
	10 When the gasoline tank in Wiley's car is full. It holds 12 gallons ofgasoline. Which is closest to the amount ofgasoline in the tank? 
	Empty 
	Figure
	A 5 gallons B 6 gallons C 7 gallons D 10 gallons 
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	CA_OjaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form C 
	Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding question number on your answer sheet. 
	Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet 
	1.®®©® 2.©®©® 
	Sample Item Not Available 
	3.®®©® 4.©®©® s.©®©® 
	Which value of x makes this equation true? 
	[!J 

	8 4
	-+-=x 
	3 5 
	Aw
	Aw
	3 

	10 
	B 3 
	15 
	C 32 
	32
	D15 
	Solve. 
	I+!=D
	3 6 
	1 
	-
	A 9 
	B 1 
	C 4 
	D 9 
	1 1 
	A dirt bike race was 2miles long. Eddie rode in the race at an average speed of mile per minute. Eddie wrote the equation below. 
	2 
	4 

	1 1 
	X = 2-+
	-

	2 4 
	What does Eddie find out when he solves his equation? 
	A He rode a total of 10 miles. B He rode a total of 20 miles. C He completed the race in 10 minutes. D He completed the race in 20 minutes. 
	EADMS © 2018 IO Education CA_OJaiUSD CCSS Math 06 Number Systems Form C I JD: 202281 All content is the private property of the copyright holders. Page 1 Generated: 2/2018 
	A pilot is trying to find the width of a rectangular field. His copilot knows that the length of the field is 
	3 1 
	mile and the area is square mile. What is the width of the field? 
	4 
	2 

	3 
	A mile 1 
	8 

	B 1miles 2 
	2 

	C mile 1 
	3 

	D mile 
	4 

	Kristin bakes a chocolate cake. After a few days, half of the cake has been eaten. Kristin wants to split what is left of the cake equally among 4 people. 
	Which of these equations and/or visual models can be used to represent the part of the original cake that each person will receive? Choose ALL that are correct. 
	l 
	A -+4=x 
	2 
	B 
	B 
	I 

	C 
	l 1
	D 2x4,=x 
	1 1 
	E 2-;-4=x 
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	2 1 
	Jana has cup of white cake frosting that she is putting into -cup containers to make different frosting colors. Which can be used to represent the amount of cake frosting Jana uses and the number 
	3 
	6 

	1 
	of -cup containers of frosting she can make? Select ALL that apply. 
	6 

	A B 
	C 
	--aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiali___ 
	__llllliiiiiiiiii______
	D 
	E 
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	'77 ~ 
	'77 ~ 
	'77 ~ 
	1 3Jake buys 42 pounds of flour. He wants to put the flour into bins. He plans to put 4 pound of flour in 

	TR
	each bin. Which equation shows how to find the number of bins Jake needs to hold all of the flour? 

	TR
	A 
	1 3 14-+= 52 4 3 
	-
	-



	Figure
	3 1 1 
	A neighborhood garden is acre in size. It is divided into plots that are each acre. How many acre plots are there in the neighborhood garden? Use the models below to help you. 
	4 
	8 
	8 
	-

	Figure
	1 
	;a 
	I' I .l l. I I I 
	A 1 
	B 4 C 6 
	D 7 
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	2 1 
	Kia used this fraction model to help her find the quotient of + . 
	3 
	6 

	1.· 
	·· ...
	3 
	l 1 6 6 
	2 1 
	What is the quotient of + ? 
	3 
	6 

	1
	A
	-

	3 B 4 
	C 2 1
	D
	-

	6 
	3 
	About ofthe population ofa country owns a car. What is the total population of the country, if there are about 300,000,000 people with cars? 
	4 

	A 500,000,000 B 400,000,000 C 1,200,000,000 D 300,000,000 
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	Professional Leaming Community 5th Grade Team 
	Fundamental purpose ofthe school/district is to ensure that ALL students learn at high levels 
	The adults in the organization must also be continually learning 
	Educators must work collaboratively and take collective responsibility for the success ofeach student 
	Educators work collaboratively in recurring cycles ofcollective inquiry and action research to achieve better results for the students they serve 
	Collaborative Teams are the building blocks ofa PLC 
	Here is what Collaborative Teams Do: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Identify Essential Standards 

	• 
	• 
	Create Formative Assessments 

	• 
	• 
	Evaluate their "effect" on student learning 

	• 
	• 
	Use the expertise of the team to develop strategies for student improvement 

	• 
	• 
	Establish a viable and guaranteed curriculum 


	Four Questions Drive PLC Work: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	What is it we want our students to know and be able to do? 

	2. 
	2. 
	How will we know if each student has learned it? 

	3. 
	3. 
	How will we respond when some students do not learn it? 

	4. 
	4. 
	How will we extend the learning for students who have demonstrated proficiency? 


	5th Grade Norms 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Be vulnerable 

	2. 
	2. 
	Be okay with failure 

	3. 
	3. 
	Frequently meet 

	4. 
	4. 
	Trust one another 

	5. 
	5. 
	Respect one another 

	6. 
	6. 
	Bring materials and copies for each other 


	Notes from meeting on 2/28/2018 
	• Important things to cover with students: test language i.e. specific vocabulary used in the test, make sure to have students follow the steps of the problems -important to have them thoroughly read through and understand all steps of the problem, teach kids how to annotate the test to identify important parts. 
	Notes from meeting on 4125/18 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	interim assessments aren't as challenging as the assessment that was created 

	• 
	• 
	some of the teachers are using their time and energy right now for SBAC 

	• 
	• 
	still difficult to read data -talked about how to utilize the drop down menu -student 


	performance -reports are difficult to navigate • online test -students tend to click on answer rather than work it out 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	student may not be retaining 

	• 
	• 
	Zeam -higher level thinking (several using this program and love it) 

	• 
	• 
	the assessment is good practice but may be harder than SBAC 

	• 
	• 
	did use the assessments as teaching tool -students see their score and then went back to see what they did 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	do these tests have a spanish version? • one teacher talked with class and they analyzed how many skills are being used to solve 

	one problem • one teacher is now sending home word problem math as homework 

	• 
	• 
	tape diagrams on Zearn are helping with word problems 

	• 
	• 
	2 years worth of released questions from SBAC are great for review 

	• 
	• 
	Talked about developing a pacing guide by topic, and then figuring out what resource best covers that topic. Then the assessments can align with topics covered. This might be a good focus for next year. 


	Some resources people shared out that they like: Test Mate (from TPT) writing program Common Core Standards Book (MM) Kimari will send a pie to Sherrill of the cover Ed Galaxy -test prep 
	Professional Learning Community Survey 
	By completing this survey, you acknowledge that you have read the consent form for Kate Spiva's research study and give your informed consent. This survey is anonymous. No identifying information will be collected or used within this study. You have the right to decline answer to any question. Thank you for completing this survey in an honest and thoughtful manner. 
	Likert Survey Questions 
	Please rank your experience from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
	1. We have an agreed-upon set of meeting norms in our PLC team (for example, expectations for participant behaviors during meetings). 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	O 
	Q 
	0 

	2. We follow our meeting norms consistently at PLC meetings. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	O 
	CJ 
	0 

	3. Our norms help us to have productive, effective conversations. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree 
	0 
	C) Agree 
	C) Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	4. We have clear tasks to perform at our PLC meetings. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree 
	L1 

	C) Agree Disagree
	0 
	Strongly Disagree 
	CJ 

	5. Our tasks relate directly to student learning goals. 
	Marie only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree ( ) Strongly Disagree 
	Q 
	O 
	O 

	6. Our tasks are determined by consensus among our team members. 
	Marie only one oval. 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	Strongly Agree 

	0 
	0 
	Agree 

	0 
	0 
	Disagree 

	0 
	0 
	Strongly Disagree 


	7. A large majority of our PLC time (80 percent or more) is spent on tasks related to student learning goals. 
	Marie only one oval. 
	L) Strongly Agree Agree
	0 
	Disagree
	0 
	Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	8. During PLC conversations, team members sometimes disagree about Ideas or practices. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	L ') 
	O 
	Q 
	0 

	9. When team members disagree about ideas or practices, we tend to discuss those disagreements In depth. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree 
	C 

	C> Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	O 
	Q 

	10. When I disagree with something a member of my PLC has said, I almost always voice that disagreement. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Q 
	Q 
	Q 
	Strongly Agree 

	Q 
	Q 
	Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Disagree 

	n 
	n 
	Strongly Disagree 


	11. Within PLC meetings, we try to avoid emotionally charged or difficult topics or conversations. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	O 
	Q 
	O 
	0 

	12. I feel a strong sense of attachment to my team. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	O 
	O 
	Q 
	0 

	13. If we were given the option of no longer meeting as a PLC, I would still want to continue the meetings. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	Q 
	Q 
	0 

	14. I have improved as a classroom teacher as a resuH of the conversations and work we have done in our PLC. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree 
	Q 
	O 

	C) Disagree 
	C) Strongly Disagree 
	15. I have made changes to my teaching practices as a result of the work that we have done as a PLC. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	C Strongly Agree 
	) 

	O 
	O 
	O 
	Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Disagree 

	Q 
	Q 
	Strongly Disagree 


	16. I am seeing a positive Impact on student achievement as measured by my own assessments. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree 
	Q 
	O 

	L) Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 

	17. I believe examining data as a reflection of my own teaching, helped me to Improve my practices. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	Q 
	O 
	Q 
	0 

	18. My PLC team has worked to define the most Important student learning goals in our content areas. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	Strongly Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Disagree 

	0 
	0 
	Strongly Disagree 


	19. If you were to ask each of the members of my PLC team to list the most important student learning goals In our content areas Independently, we would all come up with nearly Identical lists. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree 
	LJ 
	O 
	Q 

	C Strongly Disagree 
	) 

	20. I could explain to a parent, in simple language, the most important grade level learning goals for his or her child in the content areas I teach. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	Q 
	CJ 
	0 

	21. I adjust the instructional practices in my classroom based on my students' performance on common assessments. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	O 
	O 
	O 
	Strongly Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Agree 

	O 
	O 
	Disagree 

	0 
	0 
	Strongly Disagree 


	22. As a PLC team, we regularly (at least monthly) make adjustments to our instructional practices across all classrooms based on students'performance on common assessments 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	O 
	O 
	LJ 
	0 

	23. Over the course of this term, I have implemented numerous academic interventions in my classroom for struggling students. 
	Marl< only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	O 
	O 
	0 

	24. As an individual teacher, I regularly think about how my specific instructional practices affect student learning and how changes in my instructional practices might lead to changes in student learning. 
	Marl< only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
	Q 
	O 
	O 
	0 

	25. As a PLC team, we regularty discuss how our specific instructional practices affect student learning and how changes In our instructional practices might lead to changes In student learning. 
	Mark only one oval. 
	Strongly Agree 
	0 
	Agree
	0 
	Disagree 
	(~ 

	Strongly Disagree 
	0 
	Short Answer 
	Please describe your experience with the PLC you have participated in. 
	26. 
	26. 
	26. 
	What aspects of the PLC, Ifany, have been the most beneficial to you as a teacher? 

	27. 
	27. 
	What aspects of the PLC, ifany, have been the least beneficial to you as a teacher? 

	28. 
	28. 
	What changes would you recommend to the leadership team to improve the PLC process? 

	29. 
	29. 
	Please describe the effect, or lack thereof, of the this PLC on student achievement. 
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